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This thesis deals with algorithms of protein sequence alignment and structure prediction. 
We formulate protein functional similarity analysis as a secondary structure alignment 
problem. The pith is to utilize the representative power of secondary structure of proteins 
with dynamic programming employed for alignment. 
Submitting a query sequence to do pairwise sequence alignment or database search is 
becoming more and more common, especially after the completion of the Human 
Genome Project. In order to maintain a fast enough response, particularly important for a 
server accepting multi-client requests, we improve the traditional dynamic programming 
(DP) algorithm proposed by Needleman and Wunsch. The newly improved DP is called 
Adaptive Dynamic Programming (ADP). It is equally capable in pairwise alignment and 
database search. To generalize, ADP is designed in a manner for general sequence 
database search in both informed and uninformed manners. 
Genetic algorithm (GA) with tailor-made genetic operators is developed for the discovery 
of functionally similar proteins with different topological connections of their domains. 
A novel filtering technique is then applied to the results in order to eliminate the false 
positives. The results show that our proposed method in aligning secondary structures of 
proteins can be very helpful in the identifications of their functions. 
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Lastly, secondary structure prediction algorithm enhancement has also been studied for 
the good of bridging between the primary structures and the secondary structures of 
proteins. This in turn makes analysis of any genomes by our methods feasible. 
Our testing results are consistent with blastp; in addition to correctly classifying the 
blastp's false-negatives as functionally similar ones. 
Key words: protein structure alignment; bioinformatics; proteomics; dynamic 
programming (DP); genetic algorithm (GA); secondary structure prediction 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
1.1 Preamble 
The completion of Human Genome Project urges human beings to face the fact that 
we have just merely stepped into the start point of grasping how our lives are. With 
similar number of genes, why is human more complex than mouse? This arouses our 
interest in study of protein functions, which are widely considered the enforcers 
possessing our lives. 
Traditional method of experimental determination is labourious and slow in 
handling mass number of proteins with unknown functions. Furthermore, via either X-ray 
crystallography or nuclear magnetic resonance to study the tertiary structure can be 
intractable. In order to study the functions of thousands of genes, computerized analysis 
for preliminary examination is the main trend/ Our target is to devise a robust algorithm 
for detection of protein functional similarity. Its significance is obvious. Once a reliable 
model has been built, it can be referred to investigate the functions of unknown 
polypeptides or proteins sequenced out from any DNA or genomes. Even though we have 
not thoroughly understood the functions of human's proteins yet, we can utilize the 
information of proteins from studies of other species. This in turn tremendously reduces 
the overall research time. 
1.2 Biological background 
Protein, from Greek word protos^ "first" abstracts its fundamental role in sustaining 
life. On the basis of biological functions, proteins can be classified as enzymes, transport 
proteins, nutrient and storage proteins, contractile or motile proteins, structural proteins, 
defense proteins, regulatory proteins and others�. On the basis of composition, proteins 
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can be classified as conjugated or simple. Simple proteins contain only amino acids. 
Conjugated proteins consist of simple protein combined with a prosthetic group 
Throughout this thesis, protein refers to molecules with more than fifty amino acids, that 
is, composed of polypeptides. In other words, peptides, those consisting of fewer than 
fifty amino acids, are not subjects of my study. Proteins with more than one polypeptide 
are called multisubunit proteins, again, which are not our concern. In summary, my thesis 
concentrates on protein with single polypeptide composed of standard amino acids. 
I I H H H 
• • 
Fig 1. 20 standard amino acids 
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Primary structure consists of a sequence of amino acids linked together by covalent 
peptide bonds. Each amino acid has a single-letter code. The following sequence shows 




Secondary structure refers to regular, recurring arrangements in space of adjacent 
amino acid resides in a polypeptide chain. The most important two, alpha helix (a) and 
beta strand (P) are shown in figure 2. Kabsch W. & Sander C. defined eight different 
secondary structures based mainly on hydrogen bonding patterns. They are H (alpha 
helix), E (extended strand, participates in beta ladder), G (3-helix (3/10 helix)), B (residue 
in isolated beta-bridge), I (5 helix (pi helix)), T (hydrogen bonded turn), S (bend) and C 
(Random coil). Detailed description of these definitions can be found in their paper 
published early in 1983^. 
Fig 2. alpha helix (a) (Left) and beta strand (|3) (Right) 
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Tertiary structure is composed of many locally interacted secondary structures. Two 
a(s) and three P(s) united with coils are shown in figure 3. 
• 
• I IIIIII 1 1 — 
Fig 3. Tertiary structure of nuclease (Snuc.dssp) 
In chapter 2，a survey about the contemporary computerized protein functionality 
analysis on both protein matching and secondary structure prediction is presented. With 
the facts borne in mind, our algorithms will be introduced in the subsequent chapters, 
with implementation, demonstration of our results achieved and discussions included. 
Future aspects of our work are then discussed with a conclusion in the last chapter. 
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Chapter 2. Previous Related Work 
The amount of work contributing to protein study is so much that it is hard to 
estimate. We only focus on protein functionality analysis and secondary structure 
prediction. Then we will describe our motivation of this study at the end of this chapter. 
2.1 Protein functionality analysis 
The functionality of proteins can be evaluated by different criteria in a biochemical 
point of view. Models not tailored to protein functional similarity study have been 
proposed^. These models include domain, motif comparison, hydrophobicity plot^'^, 
primary structure alignment and tertiary structure alignment. They have been 
implemented based on hidden Markov chain, minimization of the differences in 
intramolecular distances of aligned substructures^, dynamic programming^^ and genetic 
algorithm^ \ 
2.1.1 Analysis from primary structure 
Similar proteins often have many conserved regions in their primary structures. 
Aligning the protein in question with known proteins can often produce fruitful results. 
Standard protein-protein BLAST^^ [blastp] is one of the local alignment tools capable of 
accomplishing the database search in a short time. 
BLAST performs a heuristic search with two parameters^^: Words of length W and 
score threshold T with a given substitution matrix. The first task is to find words with 
length W in the database scoring equal to or higher than T. It then uses it as a seed to 
extend in both directions, updates the score received so far. The seed will shrivel when 
reaches the end or a gap, or the running alignment's score decrement is larger than a 
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particular value below the maximum score yet attained. (In case of a gapped search, 
extension can actually continue by inserting a gap with the accompanying penalty score 
exerted). The transience of the seed shrivel mostly does not achieve the highest score 
attained in this extension. Furthermore, the maximum score must be higher than or equal 
to the score specified by the query, and the expected value is lower than or equal to the 
expected value specified by the query. Then a high score pair (HSP) can be obtained by 
trimming. 
HSP is principally a product of local alignment, which means only portions of the 
sequences are being compared in contrast to global alignment, which the entire sequence 
is scanned. Actually, the concept of HSP resembles the two-phase search method '^^  - Start 
with matching at different starting points before going in depth and then perform an 
accurate similarity measurement. 
Refinement has been done on this HSP sea rchThere is an observation that an HSP 
of interest is much longer than a single word pair. Hence an extension is only invoked 
when two non-overlapping hits are found within distance A of one another on the same 
diagonal. In order to retain comparable sensitivity, the threshold parameter T is lowered. 
It has been proved experimentally this two-hit method is more sensitive for HSPs with 
score at least 33 bits. 
The accuracy of the alignment is adversely affected by any match occurring by 
chance or those happening in low complexity sequence region. The latter is describing 
highly biased amino acid composition region that simultaneously occurs in both 
sequences. Alignments of such regions will achieve a high score and hence overestimate 
their similarity. Therefore SEG^^ algorithm has been used for filtering the low complexity 
sequence regions. 
Despite the BLAST'S good performance, Henriket al ” and Szustakowski et al}^ 
found that blastp might not always be the best choice and the mere use of amino acid 
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composition did not work best in some prediction issuesi9，20. in addition, sequence 
alignment looks similar to string matching. Therefore, it is reasonable to review string 
matching algorithms. AGREP^^ is a fast text searching algorithm. Nevertheless, it is not 
applicable. First, the limitation of length of query is not tolerable for protein sequence 
searching. Second, it does not allow a similarity measurement incorporated among the 
aligning characters. On the contrary, dynamic programming (DP) for biological 
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sequences similarity analyses, first suggested by Needleman and Wunsch can be 
applied in spite of its slower speed. 
2.1.2 Analysis from tertiary structure 
According to the doctrine of structure determining function from a Biochemistry 
point of view, the conventional approach to study the function of a protein is to first study 
its conformation. Therefore, aligning the tertiary structures of proteins should yield more 
accurate results and thus tertiary alignment algorithms have significant usage on this 
issue. However, besides the overwhelming time complexity of calculation and the limited 
availability of tertiary structures data, autonomous search on protein similarity were not 
widely applied. Joseph and Weng^^ were also aware of this problem and developed an 
algorithm with biologically meaningful alignments completed in an acceptable time. 
Besides parallelizability, the reliance of using three-dimensional coordinates in target 
function leaves us returning to the touchy situation of the tertiary structure availability. 
Due to the overwhelming problems in working with tertiary structures, we should 
try to solve this problem from a different perspective, the secondary structure of a protein. 
The logic is simple. Functionality of a protein related to its constituting secondary 
structure is also well established. Nevertheless, because secondary structure is basically 
defined from tertiary structure, one needs to confront again the setback of the lack of data. 
The main difference between tertiary structure availability and secondary structure 
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availability is, secondary structure can be predicted with a considerably higher accuracy 
than tertiary structure�� 
2.2 Secondary structure prediction 
Secondary structure prediction is essentially a mapping problem. The objective is to 
construct a secondary structure sequence from a primary structure sequence based on 
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some prediction rules. Research in secondary structure prediction has achieved a 
9 A 
highest three-state single residue (Qs) prediction accuracy of 76.5% . Secondary 
structure prediction techniques can be roughly classified as statistical ^？，28, machine 
learning driven ’’’，physico-chemical based driven and consensus approach . 
Statistical or machine learning driven methods set out mainly from computational 
point of view with few or none of the physio-chemical properties of the protein. By just 
making use of the primary structure, the prediction progress seems to be slow and the 
prediction accuracy appears to be bounded. The unsatisfactory result may be due to the 
loss of some significant information. Nonetheless, the highest prediction accuracy 
obtained so 
falling on the class of machine learning driven prediction, and until 
recently it still outperforms other methods. 
Physico-chemical methods utilize several paramount structural features of proteins 
to simulate the folding process. However, if we were pansophic, then the protein folding 
problem should have already been solved. Not only that is an assumption, the success of 
these methods highly depends the fineness of the energy function. 
Servers34 have been set up for consensus protein secondary structure predictions. If 
the prediction error is caused by uncertainty, then this approach may help to a certain 
degree. For example, two algorithms claim that a predicted character should be ‘H，with 
certainty of 0.6 but eight algorithms say it should be 'E' with certainty of 0.6, then 
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asserting the predicted character as 'E' may assist. But if the error is not sourced from 
uncertainty, then it is obvious the performance of this approach is still bounded. 
In addition to prediction algorithms, there are different secondary structure 
definition methods on the same crystallographic data. This can lead to different 
performance on the prediction methods mentioned above. A more comprehensive 
or 
survey has also been conducted by James A. Cuff et. al. 
Besides the three states prediction, research has been undergone on protein 
Structural class and helix/strand content of globular proteins . These gross-grain 
approaches have achieved fruitful results up to 90% accuracy. Actually, as early as 1994, 
it had been suggested to utilize this information to improve the three states prediction . 
2.3 Motivation - Challenges from protein complexity 
O Q OQ 
The most common comparative method ’ in comparing genes and proteins is 
sequence alignment, which provides an explicit mapping between the residues of two or 
more sequences. In our study, only pairwise alignments are concerned, in which only two 
sequences are compared. Throughout this thesis, alignment refers to pairwise alignment 
unless explicitly specified. Global alignment aligns sequences over their entire length in 
contrast to local alignment, in which only the lengths actually included in the alignment 
are considered"^®. In order to find optimal sequence alignments, DP has been adopted for 
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over the last thirty years . Instead of performing pairwise alignment only, further 
extension to the entire database searching has been conducted. Academicians are not only 
interested in how a protein is similar to the same group of proteins, but also want to know 
if there exists any similarity among the whole protein pool. 
During the process of database similarity searching, not only restricted to biological 
study, a user may expect to first obtain entries with high similarity or even exact match. It 
is typical that a database search generates overwhelming results on the screen if records 
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with low similarity are allowed to be notified. On the other hand, stringent conditions 
usually return few results that may be non-informative to the user. Then, he may relax the 
constraint, i.e. allow more lower similarity matches to be reported, until a threshold is 
reached. Lastly, speed is important. Hence, I have set three objectives. 
• The threshold of acceptance can be varied depending on the query. 
• A user may iteratively relax this threshold if few or no results are reported. 
• The search should be completed within a reasonably short time. 
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Chapter 3. Mathematical Representations for Protein 
Properties and sequence alignment 
In the previous chapters, we have discussed about the basics of proteins and our 
objectives. Now we are going to talk about the mathematical representations for protein 
properties and sequence alignment in this chapter. 
3.1 Secondary structure sequence model 
In the section of biological background, it can be seen that the primary structure of a 
protein is a sequence of amino acids. The standard amino acids comprise a set: 
STANDARD_AA = {a, r, n, d, c, q, e, g, h, i, 1，k, m, f, p, s, t, w, y, v} 
and the primary structure sequence (1。）can be described as (xi,x2,...,Xk) such that V 
1 < i < k, Xi G STANDARD_AA & i，k e (positive integer). 
There exist different sets of criteria to classify an amino acid Xi. For instance, amino 
acids with negative charge represented by: 
-VE= {d,e} c STANDARD—AA 
Similar to the primary structure, we can also formally define a DSSP (Dictionary of 
protein secondary structure)^ "secondary structure element composing" set as: 
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DSSP.SS = {h, e,c，g，i’ t, b’s} 
We have earlier mentioned the representation power of protein functionality of 
secondary structure. Hence we propose to explore secondary structure alignment in 
protein functionality analysis. Dynamic programming (DP) for biological sequences 
similarity analyses�?，is also applicable to the secondary structure alignment. As a 
consequence, we construct a secondary structure sequence (2°) of a protein corresponding 
to the r as (yi，y2，...,yk) such that V 1 < i < k, yi e DSSP_SS & i, k e Hence each Xi 
corresponds with yi, illustrating a different point of view on the same protein. For 








Alignment can then be performed on the constructed sequences by DP. In the 
following context, a sequence will refer to a secondary structure sequence except 
explicitly specified. 
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3.2 Substitution matrix 
After modelling the secondary structure representation, a substitution matrix is 
needed to characterize how close the elements of DSSP—SS are related to each other. We 
define a substitution matrix [subyi,yj]nxn, where yi, yj e DSSP一SS & n is cardinality of the 
sequence alphabet set. In secondary structure alignment, n = |DSSP_SS| = 8. The values 
of the substitution matrix (see Table 1)，are determined both based on the definition from 
DSSP and the expert knowledge supplied by Professor Tsui Kwok Wing from the 
department of Biochemistry. Identities are assigned the most positive scores whereas 
negative scores are assigned to the dissimilar ones. 
Table 1. Secondary structure substitution matrix 
h e c t s g i b 
~ h 1 5 " 0 0 0 8 5 ^ 
e -10 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 - 1 0 8 ~ 
" ~ c 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 
" 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 
~ s 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 ~ " 
8 ^ 0 0 0 1 0 5 ^ 
5 ^ 0 0 0 5 1 0 -10 
~ 1 ) ^ 8 0 0 0 ~ -10 -10 10 
3.3 Gap 
Gaps^i in a sequence alignment, caused by insertions or deletions, are sequences of 
spaces in a single string. The treatment and identification of the location of gaps are 
troublesome and not well-understood biological research topics. 
An alignment is supposed to reflect actual evolutionary events that transformed one 
string into another. A gap of more than one space can be created by one mutational event 
and so in a more plausible model the spaces in a gap are not treated as separate events. 
The affine gap penalty is a gap penalty of the form Gexist + Gextend * no of extensions, 
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where Gexist is the gap existence penalty and Gextend is the gap extension penalty. For 
instance, if there is an alignment: 
eeehh  
hh 
Then the first gap is treated as a gap existence and the consecutive two are 
considered as gap extension. Usually, Gexist > Gextend. 
3.4 Similarity measurement 
Biologists are more interested in the similar proteins instead of the dissimilar ones. 
They also have a requirement such that besides the true positives should be ranked high, 
potentially functionally similar proteins should also be identified. With this requirement, 
we define similarity as follows: 
Definition: Similarity (a) of two protein sequences pi and p2 is defined as the ratio of 
aligned score (Sa) to the reference score (Sr). Sa is the highest path score obtained in the 
alignment. The concept of path score will be detailed in the section 5.1 x-triangles cutting, 
Definition 1, page 36. 
‘ 1, if Sa>Sr 
” I ’ if 
0，else 
where S^ +W2S2 
Si and S2 are the raw scores, obtained by: 
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n 
S ^ ^ ^ y i . Y i , where 
i=\ 
for Si, n = |pi|, Yi： the ith element of pi 
for S2, n = |p2|, Yi： the ith element of p2 
subyi, yi: the corresponding diagonal element of the substitution matrix 
Wi and W2 represent the weights of importance of aligning sequences, 
whereO<Wi ,W2< 1 andWi+W2= 1. 
In our experiments, both Wi and W2 are set to 0.5. Note that gapped alignment and 
negative score in the substitution matrix can cause Sa < 0. 
3.5 Geometric Model for Protein 
It is not exaggerated to say tertiary structure (3。）is just a set of (|)-\|/ angles. Even 
though it is known that the structure of a protein is dynamic, the deviations are not large. 
Va: position vector of point a 
Va| : magnitude of Va 
Vab: distance vector form pt. b to a 
VabI ： distance between pt. a and b 
Va. Vb : dot product of Va and Vb 
Va * Vb : cross product of Va and Vb 
Va-x : X coordinate of Va, similar for y and z coordinates 
9ab • angle between Va and Vb 
sqrt: square root 
Vab = Va-Vb 
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Vabl = Sqrt(Va.X * Vb.X + V a . y * Vb.y + Va.Z * Vb.Z) 
eab=(Va.Vb)/(|Va|*|Vb|) 
c angle a between pt a, b and c = (Vab. Vcb)/ (|Vab|*|Vcb|) 
b 
torsion angle P of pt a, b, c and d = 
a 
\ (Vab * Vcb) . (Vbc*Vdc)/ (|Vab * Veb|*|Vbc * Vdc|) 
d 
Transform matrix of rotation of angle y about unit vector Vn : 
'A\ A2 A 3 � 
A4 A5 A6 
� A 7 A8 A9 夕 
A1 = Vn.x* Vn.x*( 1 -cosy)+cosy 
A2 = Vn.x* Vn.y*(l-cosy)+ Vn.z*siny 
A3 = Vn.x* Vn.z*(l-cos丫)- Vn.y*siny 
A4 = Vn.y* Vn.x*(l-cosy)- Vn.z*sin丫 
A5 = Vn.y* Vn.y*(l_cosy)+ cosy 
A6 = Vn.y* Vn.z*(l-cosy)+ Vn.x*siny 
A7 = Vn.z* Vn.x*(l-cosy)+ Vn.y^siny 
A8 = Vn.z* Vn.y*(l-cosy)- Vn.x*siny 
A9 = Vn.z* Vn.Z*(l-COSY)+COSY 
We have discussed the representation of secondary structure as a secondary structure 
sequence (2°) and its calculation model. We are now ready to consider the implementation 
of the ideas. 
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Chapter 4. Overall system design 
4.1 System architecture and design 
-TTM PSIPRED ^ 
1 2\3 state) 
te 
^ ^ S Databases 
^ 
LJ ^ ADP 
J �r 8 state prediction 
LJ ^ • 
Ust of proteins and functions U ^  U 广 • 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Topological discovery 
List ot proteins and functions 
Web interface _ Filtenng 
download 
Protein viewer 
Fig 4. Block diagram of system f low 
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The system developed serves 4 main functions: 
a. Pairwise sequence alignment and database search 
b. Protein function prediction 
c. Visualization of protein 
d. 8-state secondary structure prediction 
a. Pairwise sequence alignment and database search module 
The function of pairwise alignment in this module is to accept two secondary structure 
sequences and output the optimal alignment along with their similarity score, either with 
or without topological order discovery. In database search, one secondary structure query 
sequence is accepted and proteins sorted by similarity are returned. The functions of the 
corresponding proteins are also output. 
b. Secondary structure prediction and alignment module 
This function is specially designed for protein sequence with known primary structure but 
not secondary structure. The primary structure sequence is first fed into PSIPRED to 
generate a 3-state secondary structure sequence, which then acts as an input the search 
module. 
c. Visualization of protein module 
The visualization tool is developed using OpenGL and runs under UNIX environment. 
The input for this tool is a dssp file, and its definition follows the format established by 
DSSP, one of the common secondary structure definition methods^^. Rather than a static 
display, all the basic functions such as translation, rotation and scaling have been 
incorporated. Moreover, the geometric model can be extended to other applications such 
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as tertiary structure alignment. 
d. 8-state secondary prediction module 
This module is to accept primary structure sequence and return 8-state secondary 
structure sequence. The predicted 8-state secondary structure sequence can be fed into 
pairwise sequence alignment and database search module for protein function discovery. 
However, due to our focus of the prediction accuracy and time constraint, we have not 
implemented the "feeding" part. 
4.2 System environment 
The main computer language used is C language. HTML, CGI and Perl are 
employed in building the web interface. The server program runs on a Sun Ultra UNIX 
workstation, with Solaris 8 as the operation system and is connected to the network via a 
100Mbps interface. For database search, the jobs can be distributed among 10 solar 
workstations. Heavy job can be assigned to the Sun Enterprise E4500 (symmetric 
multiprocessor machine) with 12 UltraSPARC-!! 400MHz. The main features include 
Superscalar SPARC Version 9， Cache per processor: 
(Primary: 16 KB instruction + 16 KB data, Secondary: 4 MB), CPU interface with 128-bit 
UFA slots and system bus with Gigaplane - 3.2 GB/sec (at lOOMHz) Throughput. 
Maximum available memory is 8GB RAM with 18GB swap and the network speed is as 
fast as IGbps Gigabit Ethernet. 
4.3 Experimental data 
We obtained the raw protein structure files from the DSSP database^, which can be found 
at ftp://ftp.embl-heidelberg.de/pub/databases/protein_extras/dssp. After removing files 
with incomplete records and those concerning DNAs instead of proteins, a total of 13908 
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dssp files were selected. We then built the primary structure and the secondary structure 
databases by extracting the corresponding structure sequences from these files. Since we 
focused on polypeptide-to-polypeptide matching, protein records with more than one 
subunit were separated into distinct records. As a result of the "splitting" actions, both 
databases contain 32055 records. 
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Fig 5. Protein length against homonymous frequency 
We mainly employ eight state secondary structure sequences in the alignment in order to 
retain the differentiating power of different proteins. Eight protein families: 
DNA-binding proteins, serine proteases, proteins related to apoptosis, oxygen, blood 
clotting, antifreeze, cell adhesion and immune system are tested by our method. 10 
queries randomly selected from the 8 protein families were then inspected manually. For 
each secondary structure alignment obtained in the query, the aligning proteins were 
aligned again using pairwise BLAST for easy reference. To compare the performance of 
our method, we also carried out another blastp search using the primary structure of the 
same protein as the query string. On the other hand, for each query, the top 100 similar 
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proteins are identified and their significances are validated by alignment gap ratio, 
tolerance and overall trend of change of structures analyses. The details of these analyses 
are soon described in the following chapters. 
Some interesting results have been found and the complete and zipped results are 
available at http://www.cs.cuhk.edu.hk/�kkleung/RESULT 
Table 2. Profiles of testing sequences 
ID length brief description complexity 
lbd7 176 EYE-LENS PROTEIN 0.375 
leip 173 EYE-LENS PROTEIN 0.387283 
~ I T S ^ C O M P L E X (TWO TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS) 0.223881 
4fis DNA-BINDING PROTEIN 0.232877 
laOd 437 KETOLISOMERASE 0.295195 
13pk 415 KINASE 0.342169 
3fib 248 BLOOD COAGULATION 0.415323 
lfx8 ^ MEMBRANE PROTEIN 0.173228 
5mbn OXYGEN STORAGE 0.163399 
Imig n 3 IMMUNOGLOBULIN 0.156522 
Inor 61 NEUROTOXIN 0.377049 
2adm3@ 93 TRANSFERASE 0.344086 
Iboo TRANSFERASE 0.337423 
2kai 80 COMPLEX (PROTEINASE-INHIBITOR) 0.4625 
3dfr 162 OXIDO-REDUCTASE 0.339506 
lhav 216 HYDROLASE 0.328704 
Ikxf 159 VIRUS CAPSID PROTEIN 0.396226 
Itrn 224 HYDROLASE (SERINE PROTEINASE) 0.397321 
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Chapter 5. Adaptive Dynamic Programming (ADP) - general 
global alignment consideration 
In the section 2.3，Motivation - Challenges from protein complexity, we mentioned 
three issues to which we should pay attention. To recapitulate, firstly, there exists a 
similarity threshold x of acceptance that the sequences can differ. Secondly, a user may 
iteratively relax x if few or no results are reported. Lastly, the search should be completed 
within a reasonable amount of time. For easy understanding, threshold score S^  (product 
of Sr and x) will be referred instead of x. 
Since our proposed solution targeting at the three arguments is based on user 
preference, we call our enhanced version of the traditional DP technique as Adaptive 
Dynamic Programming (ADP). In this chapter, we will talk about two algorithms that are 
targeted at general global alignments. In accordance with the observation that sequences 
with repeated characters such as secondary structure sequences allow further 
enhancement, algorithms with improvements targeting at this property will be discussed 
in the next chapter. Now let us concentrate on the first argument. 
5.1 T-triangles cutting 
Given two sequences pi and p2, a path matrix [ai’j](|pi|+i)x(|p2|+i) with all aoj and ai，o 
entries reserved for initial gaps can be constructed by DP. Accordingly, the time 
complexity would be roughly (|pi|+l) * (|p2|+l), which suffers from diagonal curse 
obviously. And this setback becomes more serious for a similarity search in a large 
database. With careful study of traditional DP, we find the optimal match usually falls in 
the diagonal region. In essence, there exists two triangular regions, one at upper right and 
one at bottom left of the path matrix, that can be skipped for calculation; all alignments 
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containing the entries located in these triangles must have accompanied with certain 
extent of gap penalty. Before discussing about the derivation of these triangles, we need 
to define some terms so everyone understands the language that will be used in the 
discussions. 
Definition 1. For any aij 6 p, it consists of a cumulative score, a north-direction, a 
west-direction and a northwest-direction, denoted as Uijcscore, ciij.ndir, aij.wdir and 
aij.nwdir respectively. Uijcscore represents the alignment score obtained so far at the 
entry atj. aij.ndir and aij.wdir indicate whether gap(s) are opened at either sequences, 
whereas aij.nwdir indicates Uijcscore obtained from matching character pH and p2j. The 
following pseudocode (Fig 6) illustrates a more detailed usage on how these attributes 
accomplish the sequence alignment. 
function DP (pi, p2) returns a matrix with modified entries 
local variables: matrix, path matrix 
scoren, cumulative score obtained from direction — 
scorew, cumulative score obtained from direction i 
scorenw, cumulative score obtained from direction \ 
i, counter 
j, counter 
constants: Gexist, gap existence penalty set by user 
Gextend, gap extensioTi penalty set by user 
matrix[0][0]. cscore <- 0 
matrix[0][ 1 J.cscore -Gexist 




incUrixlO//ij.cscore niatrixlOHi-1 l.cscore - Gcxwud 
matrL\[OI[ilMdir — TRUE 
/ — / + 1 
until / = |p2| 
niatrixl 1 ][0].cscore -Gexist 
niatnx[l][0].wdir <r TRUE 
/ — 2 
repeat 
matrix[i][0].cscore matrix[i-l][0].cscore - Gextend 
matrix[i][0].wdir TRUE 
/ — / + 1 
until i = |pl| 




if matrix[ i-1 ][j]. wdir = TRUE 
scorew matrix[i-1 ][j].cscore - Gextend 
else 
scorew matrix[i-1 ][j].cscore - Gexist 
if matrix[ i][j-l J.ndir = TRUE 
scoren <- matrix[i][j-l].cscore - Gextend 
else 
scorew • matrixf i][j-l].cscore - Gexist 
scorenw <r matrix[i-1 ][j-l]. cscore + subp2i, pij 
if scoren > scorew 
if scoren > scorenw 
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matrix[i][j].ndir TRUE 
matrixfi][j]. cscore scoren 
else if scoren = scorenw 
matrixf i][j].ndir TRUE 
matrixf i][j].nwdir <- TRUE 
matrix[i][j]. cscore scoren 
else 
matrixfi][j].nwdir TRUE 
matrixfi][j]. cscore <- scorenw 
else if scoren = scorew 
matrix[i][j].ndir TRUE 
matrix[i][j]. wdir TRUE 
matrixf i][j]. cscore scoren 
else if scorew > scorenw 
matrix[i][j].wdir TRUE 
matrixf i][j]. cscore <r scorew 
else if scorew = scorenw 
matrix[i][j]. wdir TRUE 
matrixf i][j].nwdir TRUE 
matrix[i][j]. cscore <- scorew 
else 
matrix[i][j].nwdir TRUE 
matrix[i][j]. cscore scorenw 
until j = |p2| 
i<ri + I 
until i = |pl| 
return matrix 
Fig 6. Pseudocodes for implementing DP 
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Definition 2. A path p denotes a sequence with {bo, bi, bn}, such that bo = ao，o，n < 
pi|+|p2| and bk+i follows from bk in a direction {north-direction or west-direction or 
northwest-direction) which gives bk+i highest cumulative score, 0 义k < n-1. For each p, 
its path score = b|p2| cumulative score. The definitions of Gexist and Gextend can be found in 
section 3.3 Gap, page 26. 
Definition 3. An optimistic path score consists of matching entries bk with highest 
matching score and minimum deduction from gap penalty. It is obvious that optimistic 
path score never underestimates the actual path score. Upper boundary path is a path with 
optimistic path score containing ai,o，0 <i < |p2|, while lower boundary path is a path with 
optimistic path score containing aoj, 0 < j < |pi|. Hence, we can obtain a z-boundary path 
such that its path score > S: (product of Sr and x). 
For each j, arg max a. . e x - boundary path, 
i i，J 
Va. with k > i comprises an upper x - triangle 
P21 P22 P23 P24 P25 P26 P27 P28 P29 
彻,0 Gexist Gextend ^extend ^ extend ^ extend ^ extend ^ extend ^ extend ^extend 
Pll Gexist ail . 
P12 Gextend ^1,2 
P l3 Gextend  
Pl4 Gextend  
Pl5 Gextend  
Pl6 |Gextend| I ^Ip2|,lpl| I 
Fig 7. Grey regions indicating computations can be skipped with given threshold 
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By symmetry, the lower r-triangle is obtained similarly. We call the process of 
finding out these x triangles and declaring them not to be calculated as T-triangles cutting. 
There are three cases need to be considered on the handling of x-triangles cutting. 
Symbols definitions 
Gpi： number of gaps inserted in pi 
Gp2： number of gaps inserted in p2 
h: number of matches in path 
Sx: product of Sr and x 
subyi’yj: value look up in the substitution matrix with characters yi and yj 
Sh： max(subyi,yj) 
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The following equations can be derived: 
Gpi + h = |pi 
Gp2 + h = |p2 
Without loss of generality, |p2| > |pi| is assumed in the following context. 
(Case 1) there exist gaps in both pi and p? 
z z z z z i ^ ^ ^ r 
~ K \  j i — — — 
减 \ 
h * S h - 2 * G e x i s t - ( G p i + G p 2 - 2 ) * Gex tend > S t 
Inequality 1. h > ( S , + 2* G e x i s t + Gex tend * (|pi| + |P2| - 2)) / ( S h + 2 * G e x t e n d ) 
If h > |pi|, this case will not be possible. Otherwise, the acute angles location can 
easily be calculated by: 
pi| - h and 
P2I - h 
which are essentially Gpi and Gp2 respectively. 
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(Case 2) there exist gaps in p? only 
— I — I — I — I — I — I — j — I — I — j — 
^^^ 
h * S h - G e x i s t - ( G p 2 - 1 ) * G e x t e n d > S t 
Inequality 2. h > ( S ^ + G e x i s t + G e x t e n d * (|p2| - 1)) / ( S h + G e x t e n d ) 
If Inequality 2 cannot be satisfied, case 2 will not be tenable. 
(Case 3) no gaps allowed 
If |p2| * |pi|, this string needs no checking because its similarity to the query string 
must never exceed or equal to St. 
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In terms of x-boundary path, the three cases are handling unique conditions. However, 
when IP2I = |pi|, case 2 is a subset of case 1 with Gpi or Gp2 set to 0. Case 3 is the subset of 
both cases 1 and 2 with both Gpi and Gp2 set to 0. Therefore, case 3 should be checked at 
last because the condition is the most stringent one. Even if |p2| 关 |pi|, this checking order 
is still valid in order to obtain possible alignments under the given T. 
After defining the boundaries of the T-triangles, DP can focus on entries that have 
the potential of paving the paths which satisfy the of T requirement. 
5.1.1 Theoretical time and memory requirements of ADP with T-triangles cutting 
The theoretical time and space requirements of ADP with x-triangles cutting follow 
the pattern of traditional DP. If the memory is released after every row/column 
calculation, then space requirement is obviously the longest row/column and it does not 
differ a lot from traditional DP. Otherwise, the space requirement is also directly 
proportional to the time requirement. As the magnitude of h indirectly reflects the number 
of entries in the T-triangles, setting different parameters and thereby affecting the value of 
h reveals the effectiveness of ADP with T-triangles cutting. For case 3 above, its space 
and time requirements are directly proportional to |pi|. For both cases 1 and 2，it is 
obvious that h increases with respect to S^  and Gexist. For Gextend, some derivations are 
needed to demonstrate that h also increases with an increase in Gextend. 
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5.1.1.1 Study of parameters affecting h in case 1 
Let Ci be S-r + 2Gexist and C2 be |pi| + |p2| - 2 
“ > C l + G e x t e n d C 2 
Sh + 2 G extend 
= + ^ 2 _ 
0 Sh + 2 G extend ^ ^ + 
c ^ 
2 S h + 2 G extend 
Since all the constants or variables involved are non-negative, so it comes to a 
situation that if Ci is smaller than C2Sh/2, we can claim h increases with an increase in 
Gextend' 
••• 2Gexist < h ( S , + 2Gextend ) 一 — Gextend (| P i I + I I " 2 ) 
••• 2Gexist + S , < h ( S , + 2Gextend ) " Gextend 0 P i I + I P2 I " 2 ) 
F o r c a s e 1, h < | p ^ |—2， 
. . . 2 G exist + S , < ( | P i | - 2 ) ( S , + 2 G extend ) " G^.^nd 0 P i I + I I " 2 ) 
= P i S h + P i G e x t e n d - P i ^ e x t e n d ^ ^ e x t e n d " ^ ^ h 
| S h + | P 2 I G extend - I P2 I ^ extend - extend _ ^S j , 
= P i I Sh + I P2 I Gextend - I P2 I Gextend - 2Gextend _ ^ S ^ 
= P i | S h -2Gextend "^Sfa 
( |P i l + | P 2 | - 2 ) g ^ ( | P i l + | P i | - 2 ) g 
2 h - 2 h 
l ^ h - 2Gextend 
Hence, h increases with an increase in Gextend. 
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5.1.1.2 Study of parameters affecting h in case 2 
For case 2, let Ci be S: + Gexist and C2 be |p2| - 1 
“ > CI + GGXTENDCI 
SH + GEXTEND 
二 C i I C2 (Gextend + S h ) _ C 2 S h 
S h + Gextend ^ h + ^ex tend 
二 C2 + C i - C 2 S h 
Sh + Gextend 
Again, we need to check if Ci is smaller than CsSh 
. . .Gex i s t ^ h ( S h + Gextend ) " " G 咖d ( | P 2 I " 1 ) 
••• G e x i s t < h ( S h + G e x t e n d ) — ^ extend ( I P 2 I _ 1 ) 
For case 2, h =| p^ |, 
••• G e x i s t = ( | P i | ) ( S h + G e x t e n d ) " ^ e x t e n d ( I P 2 卜 1 ) 
= P i I S h + I P i I G e x t e n d " I P 2 I ^ e x t e n d + ^ e x t e n d 
| S h + ( | P 2 I _ 2 ) G e x t e n d - I P 2 I ^ e x t e n d + ^ e x t e n d 
“ I Pi p2 ^ e x t e n d P 2 e^xtend "^extend 
二 Pi Sh - Gextend 
( | p , | - l ) S , > ( | p J + 2 - l ) S , 
= | P i | S h + S h 
|Sh - Gextend 
Hence, h increases with an increase in Gextend- Note that in the process of derivation, 
either |pi|+2 or |p2|-2 (depends on > or <) is substituted. Actually, satisfaction of 
P2I—P1I+I falls in case2. But under this condition, only one gap exists and Gextend need not 
be considered. 
Another remarkable point is that even though a threshold of zero is given, it does not 
mean that all entries would be calculated. From all the three cases discussed above, it is 
apparent that only setting both Gexist and Gextend to zero will result in a complete 
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calculation of the path matrix. Otherwise, any non-zero value can lead to x-triangles by 
rounding up in the computation. 
5.1.2 Experimental results of ADP with T-triangles cutting 
We have talked over the theoretical time and space requirements of ADP with 
T-triangles cutting. In order to investigate the practical improvements (in terms of time 
required to complete a database search) under different xs, we performed a set of 
experiments with Gexist and Gextend setting to 10 and 1 respectively. The general 
information about the database records can be found at section 4.3. In the experiment, six 
sequences of different lengths and locating at different frequency groups are used as 
queries (see Table 3). In order to minimize the error, only one reserved workstation was 
used to test our algorithm's performance and the database search results, in terms of 
system time in seconds (Table 4 - Table 5 and Fig 8 - Fig 9) are averaged by three trials 
each. The column named DP represents the records of database search time using DP. 
Since DP performs alignments with the records in the database and build up the whole 
path matrices whatever the user requirement is, the same running time is used for 
comparison. For example, in Table 4, query 4fis by DP requires 406.28s throughout all 
T ( S ) . 
Table 3. Testing sequences information 
ID length brief description 
lbd7 176 EYE-LENS PROTEIN 
5mbn 153 OXYGEN STORAGE 
~ ^ NEUROTOXIN 
^ 7 3 DNA-BINDING PROTEIN 
laOd 437 KETOLISOMERASE 
13pk 4I5 KINASE 
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Table 4. Informed database search results with 4fis, lbd7 and laOd as queries 
“ 4fis Ibd? laOd 
T DP T-triangles-cutting DP x-triangles-cutting DP i-triangles-cutting 
0 406.28 333.54 946.07 828.24 2322.44 2025.32 
0.1 406.28 289.88 946.07 794.97 2322.44 1915.67 
0.2 406.28 222.66 946.07 748.28 2322.44 1768.22 
0.3 406.28 161.27 946.07 676.99 2322.44 1563.56 
0.4 406.28 116.17 946.07 592.02 2322.44 1322.92 
0.5 406.28 77.74 946.07 478.57 2322.44 1068.47 
0.6 406.28 51.91 946.07 363.52 2322.44 857.43 
0.7 406.28 31.79 946.07 255.12 2322.44 605.90 
0.8 406.28 17.50 946.07 153.02 2322.44 377.68 
0.9 406.28 8.05 946.07 78.16 2322.44 200.89 
T 4fis speedup IbdV speedup laOd speedup 
0 1.22 1.14 1.15 
0.1 1.40 1.19 1.21 
0.2 1.82 1.26 1.31 
0.3 2.52 1.40 1.49 
0.4 3.50 1.60 1.76 
0.5 5.23 1.98 2.17 
0.6 7.83 2.60 2.71 
0.7 12.78 3.71 3.83 
0.8 23.22 6.18 6.15 
0.9 50.47 12.10 11.56 
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Fig 8. Informed database search speedups with 4fis, lbd7 and laOd as queries 
Table 5. Informed database search results with Inor, 5mbn and 13pk as queries 
Inor 5mbn 13pk 
T DP T-triangles-cutting DP x-triangles-cutting DP x-triangles-cutting 
0 269.57 269.044 754.47 716.86 2189.08 1927.89 
0.1 269.57 220.67 754.47 685.97 2189.08 1828.49 
0.2 269.57 161.98 754.47 638.78 2189.08 1690.19 
0.3 269.57 114.54 754.47 564.86 2189.08 1515.79 
0.4 269.57 78.60 754.47 475.67 2189.08 1294.24 
0.5 269.57 56.03 754.47 371.821 2189.08 1055.70 
0.6 269.57 36.51 754.47 266.30 2189.08 834.194 
0.7 269.57 22.87 754.47 175.55 2189.08 607.11 
0.8 269.57 13.75 754.47 104.52 2189.08 383.71 
0.9 269.57 7.87 754.47 44.46 2189.08 206.03 
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Fig 9. Informed database search speedups with Inor, 5mbn and 13pk as queries 
In theory, the speedup is affected by the length of query accompanying with its 
corresponding length abundance proteins. While one can refer the lengths of the queries 
in Table 3, let us identify the Using the query length to locate the approximate locations 
of the queries in the database in Fig 10. 
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Fig 10. Using the query length to locate the approximate locations of the queries in the database 
From Fig 8 and Fig 9, we can see that the long sequence queries laOd and 13pk had 
the smallest speedup in the experiment. Although records with similar length are not 
abundant, a value of 0.9 of x can still collect a certain number of records that require 
time-consuming alignment for such a long sequence. Take length of 400 as an example, a 
T of 0.9 can collect the records with length ranged from 360 to 440 in rough estimation. In 
turn, the long sequence alignments significantly reduce the speedup. In contrast, the 
queries 4fis and Inor, being both shorter and less frequent than the other testing queries, 
acquire the largest speedups at any given x. 
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5.2 Constructing the path matrix by expansion 
For the second argument, instead of building the matrix ab initio, we devise a 
method utilizing the matrix already built to minimize the overall computation time. We 
will first introduce the theoretical model and then discuss the difference of 
implementation and its effect on performance. 
i i I- 4 i !•-、、•、 !、.……、…-I.......、..•..I 、：.:、:種麵讓 ^ ：；藥. 
-••••-1 •? "T— j— I I *、-,,i r •••••i I ) ....‘...,_;..Y;..:;;i:n〔..:-:: 
Fig 11. Path matrix with the i-triangles (in yellow) 
Suppose the path matrix under a particular x have been built as in Fig 11, now the 
user wants to explore more to see any better alignment can be obtained. If the new path 
matrix with homonymous x-triangles (in yellow) as in Fig 12，the entries located in the 
blue region must be the same as before. On the contrary, the so-called "newly added 
entries" refer to the entries must be calculated under any condition. 
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Fig 12. New path matrix 
The question now falls on which entries in white need/need not to be calculated. To 
answer this question, we divide the computation process into two parts, designate as 
FILL-LEFT and FILL-RIGHT. In the FILL-LEFT procedure, the entries are filled up in a 
row-by-row fashion. We employ one tag (lefttag) for memorizing the current checkpoint 
and another (downtag) for later purpose. If the entry indicated by lefttag is the same 
(directions, value) as before under the new condition (IS-SAME function in Fig 17, 
pseudocodes for implementing EXPAND), then all the entries sitting right to it till to the 
right boundary of the absolutely identical region (in dark blue, obtained from the function 
CALCULATE-H) (righttag) can be skipped for recalculation. Fig 13 depicts the key 
processes in FILL-LEFT. (Left) At the start, lefttag (L) and downtag (D) locations 
{Middle) After checking, the entry indicated by L remains unchanged in cumulative score 
and direction (light orange), even there is a new possible path from its west (dark orange). 
L increments by 1，all the entries in light blue region need not to be checked. D 
increments by 1 {Right) L already out of right boundary of the dark blue region. 
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Fig 13. Key processes of FILL-LEFT. 
FILL-RIGHT is done in a similar manner except in a column-by-column fashion. 
Fig 14 After finish FELL-LEFT, downtag (D) is updated to a location indicated in the 
figure Fig 15 Similar to FILL-LEFT, we need to know where skipping can start and 
where it must stop, indicated by uptag (U) and D. Different from FILL-LEFT, D is 
moving one entry downwards in successive column fill-in Fig 16 Finish of expansion 
— li^ aIII I II 11 ^ 
. t e ^ v ^ S ^ :1 : T : —n.—T了― 
• E f S i i „ 一 令…一 
r — - -
Fig 14. After finish FILL-LEFT, downtag (D) is updated to a location indicated in the figure 
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I 圓誦 
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Fig 15. Similar to FILL-LEFT, we need to know where skipping can start and where it must stop, 
indicated by uptag (U) and D. Different from FILL-LEFT, D is moving one entry downwards in 
successive column fill-in 
公•-… , H i 
______ ” ,, !• 
SS ! 
讀 
Fig 16. Finish of expansion 
While some entries may be skipped for updating, for which are newly added or 
entries preceded by updated entry will be handled in the function 
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FILL-ENTRIES-WITHOUT-CHECK. On the other hand, if the starting threshold is 1 
(which should be a usual case that user prefers exact match first), EXPAND should never 
be performed. In this case, all the new explored path elements must need calculation 
accompanied with some unnecessary checking. 
function EXPAND (pi, p2，matrix, TOM, Tnew) returns a matrix with modified 
entries 
local variables: downtag, entries flanked by uptag and downtag are 
skipped for calculation in FILL-RIGHT function 
righttag, entries flanked by lefttag and righttag are 
skipped for calculation in FILL-LEFT function 
ht, bound length 
hr <r CALCULATE-H {pi, p2，Zoid, ^ew) 
downtag \pl\ - h^ 
righttag \p2\ - h^ 
downtag V^l^-LEFY{downtag, righttag) 
FJLL-RlGRTirighttag, downtag) 
return matrix 
function IS-SAME (a/j) returns yes-no 
local variables: tempdir, travel direction 
temp score, a score 
if Uij.dir = tempdir & ai’j.cscore = tempscore then return yes 
else return no 
function FILL-LEFT {downtag, righttag) returns downtag 
local variables: lefttag, entry with this tag needs to be checked whether it 
is the same as in Toid-matrix 
row, row index 
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column, column index 
yes-no, yes or no 
lefttag • 1 
row downtag + 1 
repeat 
column • 0 
repeat 
FILL-ENTRffiS-WITHOUT-CHECK 
column 二 column + 1 
until column = lefttag 
repeat 
yes-no = lS-SAME(arow> column) 
if {yes-no = yes) then 
downtag = downtag + 1 
column = righttag 
else 
column = column + 1 
lefttag = lefttag + 1 
until column = righttag 
row = row + 1 
until row = 
return downtag 
function FILL-RIGHT (righttag, downtag) 
local variables: uptag, entry with this tag needs to be checked whether it 
is the same as in Toid-matrix 
row, row index 
column, column index 
yes-no, yes or no 
uptag <r 1 
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F I L L - E N T R I E S - W I T H O U T - C H E C K 
row = row + 1 
until row = uptag 
repeat 
yes-?io = IS-SAME(a續，column) 
if iyes-no = yes) then 
row = downtag 
yes-no = lS-SAME{arow, column) 
if {yes-no = yes) then downtag = downtag + 1 
row = row + 1 
else 
row = row + 1 
uptag = uptag + 1 
until row - downtag 
repeat 
F I L L - E N T R F F I S - W I T H O U T - C H E C K 
row = row + 1 
until row = \pi\ 
until column = \p2\ 
Fig 17. pseudocodes for implementing EXPAND 
5.2.1 Time and memory requirements of EXPAND 
Because we can do a simple checking to see if Tnew-^ citrix has new Gsi and Gs2, the 
trivial best case of speed up tends to be infinity. For the best case we discuss here, we are 
referring to the calculation of Tnew-i^ cLtrix from Toid-matrix such that 3 aij e Toid-nmtrix ^ 
aij 6 Tnew-f^ citrix. It is obvious the best case is, the newly added aijs do not alter any paths 
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i 
in the matrix. Therefore, the time complexity is 0(n). The worst case is also evident that 
all aijs need to be calculated. What we do concern is how large the overhead can be. As 
can be seen, the checking is no more than a scalar multiple of the lengths of the sequences. 
Thus, the time complexity of the overhead is also of 0(n). When merging with the overall 
worst case time complexity O(n^), the overhead is relatively minor. Space complexity 
remain the same (0(n^)) as the original matrix is overwrote. 
5.2.2 Experimental results and discussions 
The information of the sequences employed in the experiment can be checked in the 
following table (Table 6). Every pairwise alignment was run 100 times and the average 
run time was taken. The so-called ab initio run time was obtained in this way. First the 
procedure ADP with x-triangles cutting was performed with the initial x, then the 
procedure was performed again with the new x. The run time was then recorded. 
Table 6. Testing sequences information 
ID length brief description 
lbd7 176 EYE-LENS PROTEIN 
~ i ^ i i 173 EYE-LENS PROTEIN 
I t S ^ C O M P L E X (TWO TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS) 
~ 4 f i s 73 DNA-BINDING PROTEIN 
laOd 437 KETOLISOMERASE 
13pk 415 KINASE 
3fib 248 BLOOD COAGULATION 
i m MEMBRANE PROTEIN 
Imig m IMMUNOGLOBULIN 
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Table 10. Informed IbdT-lmig pairwise alignment using EXPAND 
Aligning sequences i User time averaged by 100 runs (s) 
ID ID before after ab initio expand Speedup 
I t S Ol 0 . 0 5 0 7 0 . 0 4 8 2 1.05186722 
0 2 0 . 0 4 9 7 ~ 0 . 0 4 7 1 1.055201699 
0 3 0 . 0 4 8 5 0 . 0 4 5 9 1.05664488 
0 4 0 . 0 4 6 9 ~ 0 . 0 4 4 3 1.058690745 
0 5 0 . 0 4 6 3 0 . 0 4 3 7 1.059496568 
0 6 0 . 0 4 4 4 0 . 0 4 1 8 1.062200957 
OJ 0 . 0 4 4 3 0 . 0 4 1 5 1.06746988 
0 8 0.044 0.041 1.073170732 
"* ‘ “ • * • ,* »‘ - ‘ > . . V . t • 
• — — ^ _ 
1.07 ― ^ ； 
^ ^ 
1 t x f H 1 — — — _ • - —— ^ ^ ^ T ” 一 - — 
l.UOD ^ ^ 
1 ...…—• - — - , - • ^^“―< -“• I' •• . .. . ... - . . . . 
CU ； 
1 /ii — — — — — — — - - - . , — — I 
to I.UDD : 
1.05 ： 
1 ^^ ^ ^ ^ - - — - -- —• — ； 
1 Q^ 1 i i 1 1 L t  
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 
expanded T 
Fig 18. Speedup of ltaf-4fis pairwise alignment using EXPAND 
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Table 10. Informed IbdT-lmig pairwise alignment using EXPAND 
Aligning sequences x User time averaged by 100 runs (s) 
ID ID before after ah initio expand speedup 
: l e l p O l 0 . 1 0 6 9 0 . 0 9 2 8 1.151939655 
0 2 0 . 1 0 4 9 0 . 0 9 0 5 1.159116022 
_ 0.103 0.088 1.170454545 
M 0 . 1 0 4 5 0 . 0 8 7 5 1.194285714 
0 5 0.104 0.086 1.209302326 
0 6 0 . 1 0 3 9 0 . 0 8 4 6 1.228132388 
^ S I 0.0794 1.259445844 
0 8 0 . 1 0 1 4 0 . 0 7 8 7 1.288437103 
1.3 "”‘ “““ 
'厂r \ � … Jt 
： ) ； • - ^ . . ‘ ： ‘ . ^ ^ 
1.25 :>'、？、： ：、 / ’： Z 
⑴ 1 . 1 5 
1.1 — ^ 
1 . 0 5 ‘ 丨 ‘ ‘ 丨 ‘ ‘ 
0 . 1 0.2 0 . 3 0 . 4 0 . 5 0 . 6 0 . 7 0 . 8 
expandedT 
Fig 19. Speedup of IbdV-lelp pairwise alignment using EXPAND 
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Table 9. Informed 1 aOd-13pk pairwise alignment using EXPAND 
Aligning sequences x User time averaged by 100 runs (s) 
ID ID before after ab initio expand speedup 
13pk 0.9 Ol 0 . 3 8 0 3 0 . 3 1 3 4 1.21346522 
_ _ _ _ _ 0 2 9 1 6 1.257544582 
0 3 0 . 3 6 3 3 0 . 2 7 7 4 1.309661139 
0 4 0 . 3 5 6 7 0 . 2 6 8 3 1.329481923 
_ 0.3506~~0.2611 1.342780544 
_ 0 . 3 3 6 7 0 . 2 3 9 8 1.404086739 
0 7 0.325 0.2239 1.451540866 
_ 0.3167 o ^ 1.508095238 
1.6 p i i l l i H l i l l l p l l l l l w l l ^ 
1.5 
1.4 - -. .. ^ j 
t 1-3 ———.—— I 
1.2 ^ ^ i 
1 . 1 — — . — — — — — 一 - 一 - 一 - H 
1 I 1. I i i 1 I I- I 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 
expandedT 
Fig 20. Speedup of 1 aOd-13pk pairwise alignment using EXPAND 
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Table 10. Informed IbdT-lmig pairwise alignment using EXPAND 
Aligning sequences x User time averaged by 100 runs (s) 
ID ID before after ab initio expand speedup 
ibdV Imig 0.9 o l 0.0704 0.065 1.083076923 
0 . 0 6 8 5 0 . 0 6 3 2 1.083860759 
0 3 0 . 0 6 7 7 0 . 0 6 2 1 1.090177134 
^ 0 . 0 6 7 1 0 . 0 6 0 8 1.103618421 
0 5 0 . 0 6 6 3 006 L105 
0 6 0.065 0.0584 1.113013699 
OJ 0 . 0 6 4 2 0 . 0 5 7 3 1.120418848 
0 . 0 6 3 6 0 . 0 5 5 3 1.150090416 
I I I I I  
1.16 r    
1.14 
- 1 . 1 2 
t3 皇 ^ ^ ^ 
� 1 1 - Z l  
CU 1 . 1 
W 4 ^  
1.08 — * - - — — 一 
1 . 0 6 — — --"...--一 
1.04 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 
expandedj 
Fig 21. Speedup of lbd7-lmig pairwise alignment using EXPAND 
I 
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Table 11. Informed 3fib-lfx8 pairwise alignment using EXPAND 
Aligning sequences x User time averaged by 100 runs (s) 
ID ID before after ab initio expand speedup 
3fib l f x 8 0 9 Ol 0 . 2 3 1 4 0 . 1 9 0 5 1.214698163 
0 2 0 . 2 2 3 2 0 . 1 8 2 3 1.224355458 
0 3 0.221 0.1798 1.229143493 
0 4 0 . 2 1 7 2 0 . 1 7 4 4 1.245412844 
_ _ _ 0 2 1 3 4 0 1687 1.264967398 
0 . 2 0 4 7 0 . 1 5 9 3 1.284996861 
OJ 0 . 1 9 7 8 0 . 1 4 5 5 1.359450172 
_ 0.1924 0.128 1.503125 
l.D 
1 . 5 ^ ^ 一 ： 一 
B 1 . 4 ......... - ~ ； 
"S 1， ‘ 
t/^  % ^  
1 . 2 … 一 ..... — - 一 - . . . - . — — . . . — ； 
i i — —™~ ‘ � —‘— ‘ 
1.1 鱅讀i_i_灣議難纖^  
1 1 ！ 1 1 I I I I 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 
expanded T 
Fig 22. Speedup of 3fib-lfx8 pairwise alignment using EXPAND 
The speedup is determined by the paths and the lengths of aligning sequences. All 
the aligning sequences with different lengths in the experiment (Table 7 - Table 11 and 
Fig 18 - Fig 22) show a general trend of decreasing speedup with respect to T changing 
from 0.8 to 0.1. With regards to Imig-lbdV (Fig 21) and 3fib-lfxb (Fig 22)，abrupt 
decreases represent change(s) of path (p). In terms of similarity (a), for lmig-lbd7, a 
changes from 0.396055 to 0.398422 as x changes from 0.8 to 0.7. With respect to 
3fib-lfxb, a changes from -0.009184 to -0.004082 as x changes from 0.8 to 0.7. A second 
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slide exhibits by the a change from -0.004082 to -0.002551 when x changes from 0.7 to 
0.6. (Note that in our definition, the negative similarity scores are all normalized to zero 
but here the difference is utilized for demonstration). Because the original path set up by 
the entries can no longer be reused, the entries need reconstruction. This situation occurs 
along down the x, but as more entries are recruiting to build, the effect becomes less 
apparent. On the other hand, change of p (Ap) and change of a (ACT) are not biconditional. 
It is true to say, Aa implies Ap; but not true in reverse. Although the other alignments 
above do not show Aa, they can have Ap, provided that the paths involved are not the 
whole alignment path. The shorter aligning sequences manifest a lower speedup because 
they are more sensitive to change of x (Ax). In other words, Ax produces a relatively 
larger area for exploration for them in turn leads to a higher probability of Ap. 
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C h a p t e r 6. ADP - g loba l a l i g n m e n t o f s e q u e n c e s w i t h 
consecut ive r e p e a t e d charac ters 
In the previous chapter, we have talked about accelerating the global alignment and 
the database search under user's specification. The algorithms deal nothing with the 
nature of the aligning sequences. In this chapter, we are going to introduce further 
possible enhancements when the aligning sequences consist of consecutively repeated 
characters. 
6.1 Estimation of similarity upper bound (Ba) 
In section 5.1, we have discussed how the T-triangles cutting is performed based on, 
as its name suggested, x. This is a kind of informed search. But how about an uninformed 
search? What can a user do if he has no idea about the x but just want to seek for the 
optimal alignment? In fact, setting xto 0 guarantees optimal alignment but it is not a good 
choice in terms of computation time. We can first find the similarity upper bound (Ba). In 
the following sections, I shall present approaches how the upper bound can be estimated. 
6.1.1 S e q u e n c e compos i t ion (SC) considerat ion 
A spectrum comprising 1-tuples is constructed for each protein. Let Occ(P, y) be a 
function returning the occurrence of a particular secondary structure y within sequence Y. 
Under optimistic conditions, all possible exact matches happen in the aligning sequences. 
From that, a portion of estimated aligned score based on SC (Sa sc ) can be estimated as: 
X { m i n [ O c c ( O c c { p ^ , y)]xsub^ ^} 
ye DSSP —SS 
(Sa, aligned score, is the highest path score obtained in the al ignment. The concept of path 
score will be detailed in the section 5.1 T-triangles cutting, Definition 1, page 36.) 
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The disjoint set (including the null set) is then examined to seek the highest possible 
marks for each y that it can still get. Because secondary structures h, g, i, e, and b tend to 
yield higher scores when compared with other secondary structures, they are searched 
first. Since helix-like secondary structure (h, g, i) and strand-like secondary structure (e, b) 
is exclusive to each other, the order of performing which first does not matter. 
For example, a possible searching order is h, e, g, b, i, c, t, s. The secondary structure 
h is handled first and it is compared with g, i, c, t and s. Secondary structures c, t and s are 
checked last because they can align with any structures with non-negative matching 
score. 
The remaining unaligned secondary structures are all counted as gaps. Gap penalty 
is then enforced on Sa—sc. 
Because we can pre-process the records in the database to build up their respective 
profiles, we only need to build up a profile once. The exact match finding needs 0(n) 
comparisons where n=8 in our substitution matrix. The most time consuming step is the 
pairwise comparison step, which is O(n^). Lastly the gap calculation step is also a 
constant. 
Sequence composition consideration is performed under the optimistic aligning 
assumption. Therefore path matrices for records with sequence composition similarity 
lower than x can be ignored. 
It should be noted that a tighter upper bound is undoubtedly advantageous to 
reducing computation in x-triangles cutting, however, the more one wants to refine, the 
larger overhead one would suffer. That is the reason why we choose a simple scheme to 
represent composition and order of the sequence. 
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6.1.2 I m p l e m e n t a t i o n of S C 
We use a simple two-dimensional static array (see Fig 23) to store the occurrence of 
particular secondary structure within a sequence. Initially Sa_sc is set to zero. 
h e g b i c t s 
M ^ ^ bl il c l t l si 
h2 ^ ^ b2 12 c2 a s 2 
Fig 23.To be aligned arbitrary sequences pi and p2 with their secondary structure composition stored 
in a two-dimensional static array. 
For each column indexed by particular secondary structure y, the difference between 
Occ(pl, y) and Occ(p2, y) is calculated. If Occ(p2, y) is larger than Occ(pl, y), the value 
of Occ(p2, y) in the array is replaced by the Occ(pl, y) - Occ(p2, y) and the value of 
Occ(pl, y) is set to 0. Vice versa. (One can refer to Fig 24 for investigation of the array 
values of the example given in Fig 23) BSa can then be updated. In this case, 
BSa = hl*subh,h + e2*sube,e + g2*subg，g + bl*subb,b + il*subi,i + cl*subc,c 
+ t2*subt,t + s2*subs,s 
h e g b i c t s 
pi 0 el-e2 gl-g2 0 0 0 tl-t2 sl-s2 
p2 h2-hl 0 0 b2-bl i2-il c2-cl 0 0 
Fig 24. The array values after finding the difference of occurrence of particular secondary structures 
The remaining unaligned secondary structures are then aligned with its maximal 
score aligning partners, ranked according to [suby，y]. Again, we can do it for the entries 
belonging to either pi or p2 first. In our example, those of pi are handled first. Because 
the occurrence of h has been reset to zero, e will be handled and the corresponding array 
will become Fig 25): 
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h e g b i c t s 
pi 0 (el-e2)-(b2-bl)-(c2-cl) gl-g2 0 0 0 tl-t2 sl-s2 
p2 h2-hl 0 0 0 i2-il 0 0 0 
Fig 25. The array values 
Sa_sc is updated as (BSa + (b2-bl) * sube，b + (c2-cl) * sube，c) 
Secondary structure g is processed next. Because similarity score (from substitution 
matrix) between g and h is higher than other cases, the most optimistic score is to align g 
with h and therefore we will try to align g with h for the estimation of Sa—sc. (see Fig 26): 
h e g b i c t s 
pi 0 (el-e2)-(b2-bl)-(c2-cl) 0 0 0 0 tl-t2 sl-s2 
p2 (h2-hl)-(gl-g2) 0 0 0 i2-il 0 0 0 
Fig 26. The array values 
Sa_sc is updated as (Sa—sc + (gl-g2) * subg,h) 
Suppose (i2-il) = [(tl-t2) + (sl-s2)]. Their similarity of 0 does not increase Sa_sc. 
Since h and e are dissimilar and give negative matching score, the remaining unaligned h 
and e residues will be treated as gaps. Thus Sa—sc is updated as: 
{ Sa—sc - Gexist — Gextend * [(h2-hl)-(gl-g2)+(el-e2)-(b2-bl)-(c2-cl) - 1]} 
If the bounded similarity (Ba) is estimated by Sa—sc /Sr，then take alignment of 5nuc 
and 101m (both are from our secondary structure database) as an example, Ba = 545 
/1435 =�0.381 and the actual aligned optimal score = 0.05. 
In fact T-triangles cutting and SC consideration are independent optimisation steps 
and can be applied together. Indeed, our results show that larger speedup can be achieved 
if we apply both x-triangles cutting and SC consideration. 
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6.1.3 Exper imenta l resul ts 
We employed the same testing sequence queries as in the case without SC 
consideration (see section 5.1.2). This time we also include the information of the 
sequence complexity (Table 12). 
Table 12. Testing sequences information 
ID length brief description complexity 
lbd7 176 EYE-LENS PROTEIN 0.375 
5mbn OXYGEN STORAGE 0.163399 
“InOT NEUROTOXIN 0.377049 
4fis DNA-BINDING PROTEIN 0.232877 
laOd KETOLISOMERASE 0.295195 
13pk 415 KINASE 0.342169 
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Table 13. Informed database search results with SC consideration with 4fis, lbd7 and laOd as queries 
4fis lbd7 laOd 
T DP T-triangles-cutting DP i-triangles-cutting DP i-triangles-cutting 
0 406.28 346.46 946.07 866.28 2322.44 2117.90 
0.1 406.28 272.9 946.07 836.05 2322.44 1996.12 
0.2 406.28 173.73 946.07 758.03 2322.44 1829.20 
0.3 406.28 103.84 946.07 632.37 2322.44 1671.73 
0.4 406.28 61.96 946.07 488.56 2322.44 1258.10 
0.5 406.28 35.69 946.07 312.67 2322.44 928.31 
0.6 406.28 15.4 946.07 174.31 2322.44 658.93 
0.7 406.28 6.61 946.07 83.25 2322.44 410.12 
0.8 406.28 2.81 946.07 26.44 2322.44 176.31 
0.9 406.28 1.51 946.07 2.49 2322.44 34.10 
T 4fis speedup lbd7 speedup laOd speedup 
0 U8 UO 
[49 ri3 M6 
0.2 134 L25 L ^ 
~~03 Jm r ^ 139 
0.4 ^ m ]J5 
~~05 U^ 3m 150 
^ 
0.7 6146 UM 5M 
0.8 144.58 35?^ \3A1 
0.9 269.06 380.56 ^ 
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吾 250 f-\ speedup 
200 J l b d 7 speedup 
� 150 —— ““ - / laOd speedup 
100 ； 
5 0 — — — — .—.•..— 丨 
Q _TV _！_J -n——^---yt-j I I i 
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T 
Fig 27. Informed database search speedups using 4fis, lbd7 and laOd as queries (Up) without SC 
consideration (Down) with SC consideration 
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Table 14. Informed database search results with SC consideration with Inor, 5mbn, 13pk as queries 
Inor 5mbn 13pk 
X DP T-triangles-cutting DP i-triangles-cutting DP i-triangles-cutting 
0 269.57 250.97 754.47 696.91 2189.08 1883.84 
0.1 269.57 174.01 754.47 606.56 2189.08 1773.84 
0.2 269.57 112.70 754.47 498.42 2189.08 1636.83 
0.3 269.57 64.63 754.47 389.75 2189.08 1429.27 
0.4 269.57 39.36 754.47 276.01 2189.08 1200.28 
0.5 269.57 23.44 754.47 152.83 2189.08 890.75 
0.6 269.57 11.38 754.47 63.80 2189.08 636.65 
0.7 269.57 4.13 754.47 26.70 2189.08 403.04 
0.8 269.57 1.94 754.47 12.04 2189.08 209.94 
0.9 269.57 1.58 754.47 4.25 2189.08 44.16 
T Inor speedup 5mbn speedup 13pk speedup 
^ ^ 0 L07 L08 U6 
~~0l L55 L2A f S 
0.2 - LSI L34 
0.3 4J7 IM l l 3 
0.4 ^ ^ U2 
0.5 il50 J S 2M 
^ r r s ^ 
~0?7 ^ ^ ^ 
0.8 138.95 ^ 1043 
0.9 170.61 177.52 
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Fig 28. Informed database search speedups using Inor, 5mbn and 13pk as queries (Up) without SC 
consideration {Down) with SC consideration 
Both speedup patterns, with and without SC consideration are similar. In general 
larger speedup is gained with SC consideration (Fig 27 -Fig 28). Two exceptions can be 
observed. Both lbd7 and 5mbn speedups outperformed their 4fis and Inor respectively. 
We may find the reason in Fig 29. 
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Fig 29. Complexity against length of the records in database 
Both 5mbn and lbd7 are located in a lower complexity region. Thus when the search 
region is constrained to be near the location of the queries, search time of 5mbn and lbd7 
improve in a better way than that of Inor and 4fis. 
6.1.4 Overal l t rend of c h a n g e of st ructures ( O T C S ) 




SC consideration estimates Ba as 1. However, even if the gap penalty was ignored, 
(T could only reach 0.5. This leads us to incorporate the notion of importance of order. 
To weigh up the importance of sequence order, I propose to compact the secondary 
structure sequences into structure-only representations and align the compacted 
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structure-only representations by traditional DP. Since we target at the optimal score only, 
overhead in path tracing can be skipped, 
hhhheeee — he 
eeeehhhh eh 
In our example, the optimal alignment of the two compacted sequences "he" and 
"eh" will be 
he-
-eh 
Since Sa = (-10) + 10 + (-10), we normalize the estimated aligned score based on OTCS 
(Sa _ 0 T C s ) to 0. Assuming equal weights between Sa—sc and Sa—OTCS，then the bounded 
aligned score ( B S a ) = (Sa_sc + Sa—OTCS) / 2 , and Ba = BSJSr = 0 . 5 . 
Nevertheless, this SQTCS estimation based on structure-only compaction method may also 
have problem. For example, 
Pi ccceeeeeeccchhhhhhhhhttccssstttccttthhhhhhh 
P2 cccccccccccchhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 
can be compacted into cechtes tc th and ch respectively. 
The alignment of: 
cechtcstcth  
ch 
outputs a negative Sa and we normalize Sa—OTCS as 0. However, the abundance of h(s) 
should give the actual alignment a a much larger than 0. Thus, our conclusion is, Sa—OTCS 
and SC consideration should be used together. 
Although the Sa_oTCS estimation aims at speeding up the alignment, in the worst case 
if no compaction is possible, the computation time for Sa OTcs is equal to n .^ It would be 
twice as slow as the direct alignment method without using any of these tricks. Therefore, 
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complexity, which is defined as total number of change of structure divided by the 
sequence length will be taken into consideration. 
[0, if = 
We define a Chame of structure as 
\p\ 
Hence, complexity is defined as — 
P 
As OTCS is studied by traditional DP, a sequence with high complexity (extreme 
case, all the consecutive characters are different) will suffer a significant overhead. After 
studying the records in the database, an average of complexity 0.319598 with standard 
deviation 0.066556 obtained. For this reason, if the averaged complexity of aligning 
sequences is larger than 0.319598, the OTCS will not be studied and Sa_oTcs is assumed 
to be zero. 
6.1.5 Uninformed search 
With the estimation of Ba, we are almost ready to start an uninformed search. 
However, one thing, the optimality, still needs to be resolved. In the section of expansion 
(5.2), we have pointed out the possibility of achieving a higher score by expanding the 
exploration area. Obviously, the maximum exploration area guarantees reach of the 
optimum. Despite this, it is not necessary to explore all the area to obtain the optimal path. 
This leads to the following theorem. 
Theorem: The optimal threshold for an alignment converges by replacing the threshold 
score Sx (product of Sr and x) by a|p2|’|pi卜cscore in (Inequality 1) in every generation. 
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Since all expansions must concern about case 1 of x-triangles cutting (5.1), and 
therefore 
h b o u n d * S h - 2 * G e x i s t " ( G p i + G p 2 - 2 ) * G e x t e n d < S x = a |p2|，|pl | .CSC0re 
or in the extreme case 
h b o u n d = ( a | p 2 | , | p l | . C S C 0 r e + 2 * G e x i s t + G e x t e n d * ( G p i + G p 2 - 2 ) ) / ( S h + 2 * G e x t e n d ) 
hbound is then compared with the h under the current threshold x (hx). If hbound < hi, it 
implies that exploring the "new world" may result in higher alignment score. Otherwise, 
the search can terminate because convergence has occurred. An example is illustrated 
below. Notations in the figure: w: — n: st nw: \ t: tab, programme-generated character 
aims for clear representation only 
0 w ‘ -10 w - I J I jy : ### I w ### w I ### I w ### I w ### w I #»# W ### I w ### w ##» 
n nw t t t ""nW t nw t nw t nw t nw t nw | t nw t nw t nw t  
...t.............w.......：20 t -J t I ### t w r ^ t urn t 1mt « # t 觀 t 歴 
n nw t nw t nw t t nw t nw t nw t nw t nw t nw t nw t 
"iiF—t ' # # # ' ' . . . t . . . . . . " W ) ‘ 9 t ### t »»# t #f#""T™li#" t ### t »## t ' ##t" 
n nw t nv/ t t n t n IS^ t nw t nw t nw t nw t nw t nw t 
Ml t.............t........«#. ...t......迪..........t ........-1—. t -1 t ### t ### t ：遞 t JM...t Mi t—…Mi.. 
n n w t n w t n w t t n t n t n w t n w t n w t n w t n w t . 
### t #t# t ### t ##t t -2 ~T" -II t 9 twTl""##i"""T""### t miT t m# 
n nw t nw t nw t nw t t n t n t nw t nw t nw t nw t 
m t ^ «# t "W " " " r —t————t………t «# ！—歴— t #i# t «# 
n nw , t nw t nw t nw t nw t t n t n t nw t nw t nw t 
»## t ### t M# t ### t ### t—謎 t -2 t —9 t 29 t ### t ### t ### 
n nw t nw t nw t nw t nw t nw t t n t n t mv t nw t 
#»# t ### t t »## " t ### t 醒 t ##» "T" 8 t 19 t 37 , t ### t »## 
n nw t nw t nw t nw t nw t nw t nw t t n "T" n t nw t 
#»# " t #»# t —~i#i" t ###t"“""“##»71»#" t ### »## t IB t 27 """"T" 47 
n nw t nw t nw t nw t nw t nw t nw t nw t t n t n "rhit t 
### t ### t #»# t #»» t # # # t I ### I t ##» t I ### I t 猶 I t ' 26 t I 37 I t : 57 
Fig 30. matrix with threshold set to 0.6 
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：0 I w I -10 w -11. w -12 I w ### w ### I w I ### I w I ### I w I ### w 爾 w ### w tfiT 
n nw t t t nw t "IVyt^  t nw t nw t n\v t nw t. nw t nw t riw t 
i -10 t ^ w " ” ^ t -1 t ，2 ~ r ### "T" ### ~ t “ " " “ t »## " T " ### ~ r ##» ~t""“Wf 
in t n nw t nw t nw t S^ jj^  t nw t nw t n:w t nw t nw t nw t 
»## t -20 ~ t ^ " " ” t ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ T " 9 t 8 t~ ### t »## ~~"Wt~~~###~~~r~ ### ~T~ ### 
n nw t nw t t t t n nw t t nw t nw t nw t. nw t nw t 
t»# " 1 w "1 ^ " “ ~ -20 "T" -1 "T" t t ##» t »## t ### "T" #»# ~ t i i F 
n nw t nw t nw t t n t n nw t t nw t nw t nw t nw t 
### t ### t ### t -20 t -2 t -II t 9 t t ### t ### t ### t »## 
n nw t nw t nw t t n t n t n nw t t nw t nw t nw t 
##t t ##» ~ r ### t ### 丁 t -12 t ~ ~ t ~ ~ t 38 ~T~ ### t ##» "T~ ### 
n nw t mv t nw t nv^  t t n t n t n nw t t nw t nw t 
»#» t ### t »## t #»# t ### t -13 t -2 t V t 29 t L 48 , t 膽 t ###  
n nw t nw t nw t nw t nw t t n t n t n t n t nw t 
### 1 ~~#»» ~ t • t ### ~r~ ### ~~r ### ~~~4~~t r t 19 丁 38 t 58 ~r ### 
n .nw t nw t tiw t nw t nw t nw t t n t n t n t n t 
##» t ii#" t »## t #»# ~ r ##» "T" »#» t #»# ~1 r t 18 丁 37 T " 48 t 68 
n nw t nw t nw t nw t nw t nw t nw t t ii t n t n t .t 
# # # I t # # # I t I # # # I t I # # # I t I « # I t I # # # I t I # # # I t I # # # t 1 7 I t I 3 6 I t I 4 7 t 5 8 
Fig 31. matrix with threshold set to 0.5 
From Fig 30，we obtained the alignment and the alignment score: 
Query: 1 hheeehhhhgg 11 
Sbjct: 1 --eehhhhggg 9 
aligned score：0.570000 
From Fig 31, we obtained the alignment and the alignment score: 
Query: 1 hheeehhhhgg- 11 
Sbjct: 1 eehhhhggg 9 
aligned score：0.580000 
When Told is 0 . 6 , = 9，a|p2|’|pi|.cscore = 57. By substitution, hbound is 7.917. Because 
8�7.9171 < 9, we know it can still have a chance to get a higher score. In the next 
iteration, a|p2|’|pi|.cscore = 58，and hbound = 8 which is equal to h .^ The alignment score can 
no longer be improved and convergence has achieved. This example also demonstrates a 
tradeoff between speed and optimality. With a more stringent threshold, lower alignment 
score is obtained with fewer computations and vice versa. 
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The systemic procedures of the uninformed search can be summarised by the 
following pseudo codes (Fig 32). 
function UNINFORMED-SEARCH {pi, p2) returns a matrix with modified 
entries 
local variables: matrix, path matrix 
hound, bound length 
Told <r INITIALIZE-T (pi p2) 
hound <r CALCULATE-H (pi, p2, T— Tnew) 
matrix <r T-TRIANGLES-CUTTING {pi, p2，hound,而w) 
repeat 
Tnew • CALCULATE-BOUND (hound，pi, p2) 
matrix EXPAND {pi, p2, matrix, Toid, 了卿) 
until hoid> hr 
return matrix 
Fig 32. pseudo codes for uninformed search 
The following (Table 15) is the evaluation of the uninformed search on the same 
example testing sequences demonstrated in the EXPAND (section 5.2.2). 
Table 15. Uninformed database search results 
ID DP Uninformed Search speedup complexity 
lbd7 946.07 773.41 L ^ 0.375 
406.28 301.88 L ^ 0.232877 
2322.44 1702.23 L36 0.295195 
Bpk 2189.08 1625.39 135 0.342169 
5mbn 754.47 543.39 139 0.163399 
Inor 269.57 243.12 TTI 0.377049 
In general queries with lower complexity have larger speedup. Exception occurs at 
4fis in which both 13pk and laOd have larger speedups than it. The reason can be due to 
the short query length of 4fis (73, compared to 13pk: 415 and laOd: 437) resulting in 
suffering larger overhead during expansion. 
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6.2 Short-cut 
The highly consecutively repetitive secondary structure and the fixed gap cost allow 
further cuttings possible. The aligning character determines whether matching is 
favoured or not, so is the whole block composed of the same characters. Hence, 
calculations are just required for the entries located at the right and bottom boundaries of 
the block. And the corresponding aijcscore, Uij.ndir, aij.wdir and aij.nwdir are 
determined similarly to the normal case, except another attribute called travel number is 
taken into account. Fig 33 illustrates an alignment of two sequences {x} and {y} with the 
corresponding travel number in a particular direction. 
\ I i 
o Jm yn yo Jp 
I i i 1 I 1 
‘ - ‘ I J M 
1 I i 2 i 1 
T"…-…I I j … … - 1 麵 
1 ： 3 2 i 3 3 i 3 3 i 1 
计 「 | | | - 「 ~ | | | | - 丁 偏… � I n 
Fig 33. A block of path matrix assigned by short-cut 
The final path decision is determined like the case without using short-cut. The 
directions which can give the maximum Uijcscore are selected. Let us study the 
procedures of short-cut by a simple example. 
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The first row and column also need initialization (Fig 34 (left)). Then the whole path 
matrix is segmented into blocks where only entries located at the right and bottom 
boundaries need calculation {right), provided that the path matrix is built up in a left to 
right and top to bottom fashion. The blue and red colors indicate similar and dissimilar 
characters respectively for easy reading. In the implementation, there is no difference in 
handling. 
h h h e c e i 丨 ： 山： ih 丨；h : : e 丨 ；e ; ic 
I CH w I -5 丨 w i-iol w 1-151 w i-201 w 1-251 w 1-301 I 0 ^ y ' ='丨 w 丨-15: : 25 丨 w 丨-30 
•？ t f t f- J 1 ififflfyi^ fiij^ ^^ ig^ ^^ ^^ g^ ^^ ^  
i ru ; 丨 ； 丨 丨 ； ； i 丨丨 丨； I i n - I  
h........r.:5.]..........…II.........""i.............I.............1II.............I1I.............1............I i ] ] B ^ ^ ^ S � : = [ : : 
I n, I I I ( i I I I I I I j I J ti … I I j 
h - 1 0 h I I . J 
n i n * I j 
h 15 h ^ I 
1 1 1 t ^ I r f i I f ： ： 1 j ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ ( 
1 il i i ： ! i i i I i i i i i I I ^ …^、 I 
li -20 h -2' :::::::::=] 
I n I I 1 I I i i I I i I I I I I r i i i 
i n 1 I I I i i i i I I ! I I I I n I i ！ i | | j j 丨. 
i l - 3 0 . ‘ h  
�n ‘ . n ^ M M M I —. J , 
e -35 t 
n r i 
c 4 0 e _ 4 。 | | | | | | | | | | m ] 
^ 丨.——-—I r -J —r r r 1 " T— 1一j 1 "1 ( I \ I I “ �I 
1 n i ： i ! ! i i i ^ ： i 1 i i ! n I i j i 
！ r t i i ？ ； i t 1 1 t t i r i r i i - r . 
e j-45] 1 I ！ I i I I I I I I i I.e |-45 j | | I 丨 | j 
Fig 34. {Left) The first column and row initialized (Right) Define blocks need no computation. 
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(Fig 35) The blocks can be filled in either by a row-by-row or column-by-column 
fashion. In our example, row-by-row fashion is chosen. For the first block, the column is 
filled in first. Similarly, it does not matter whether the row or column is filled in first. 
.h—— “ \—一 h _ ^ ^ e e h h h —丄一.…e e 
0 w -5 w ： -10 w -15 w -20 w -25 w -30 0 v/ -5 w -10 w -15 w -20 w' -25 vv -30 
n mUR^^^gnw^ t n ^ f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ u w t 
- - � [ : - -5 H j H n i t 0 
h - � t h - 1 0 — t 15 
h - I s j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H t 30 h - 1 5 H | M | S M t 30 
n nw n n nw a 
li -20 t 25 h - ^ o B H i ^ M t 25 
i\ l^ttT^jjl^M nw a n nw n 
h - � H : f f * i i _ U t h t 
n 门 nw t nw t 
h -'jO h -30 T -15 t Q 
• : : 圓 • 
n n 
e -45 c -45 
Fig 35. (Left) Fill in the column of the first block {Right) Fill in the row of the first block 
Now the intersection entry can be filled in (Fig 36 left). One block processing 
finishes and another block is handled exactly the same way (right). 
h h h c c c h h li c c c 
0 w -5 w -10 w -15 w -20 w -25 w -30 0 w -5 w -10 w -15 w -20 w -25 w -30 
n mv t n mv t t 
h -5 ^BmBK^M t 0 h -5 t 0 w 
II nvr t 11 11 w t t 
h - ^ ^ ^ H H H I 15 li t 15 w 0 
n mv t n mv t t 
h t JO li -15 1 30 w 
II ^^^^^^HH^H nw n n nw n t 
h - i o H ^ ^ ^ H H t 25 h -20 I 2 > w 10 
u nw ti ti nw n f 
h t 20 ^ I ^ H I I H 1> -25 t 20 vv 
n nw t mv t mv n n nw t nw t mv n mv t ivv f nw ii 
li -30 t -IS t 0 t h -30 t t 0 t 1�- w 10 w f w 0 • :m • 
n I I 
Fig 36. (Left) The intersection entry is filled in (Right) Completion of the first "row" of the blocks 
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I I ih i ill I li 丨 e e I je 
0 丨 w 5 w 10 15 W -20i W -25 i w -30 The Completed state is shown in Fig 
h ^ m l t I 0 I ' ' 广 • ， - 1 5 37. Two of the possible alignments from 
h ^f^&iNSsi V t 子t ? this path matrix obtained from trace back 
h - � 1 I 3 0 m m U j H H l l w 1 5 
n K iiw, n 
H m i l t 丨 n include: 
h -20 t 25 w JO 
“ I — 一 — 广 “ I H H M M t n hhhhhheee hhhhhheee 
h f 20 —— w 5 
n 1 nw t nw t nw n I nw t m\ t mv I n 
h -30^  t .15' t 0 1 15 v. 10 \v �w 0 — h h h e e e h h h — e e e 
mg^flUmMMWMBB^BBBWIBIWWMtWIWWMMMIf By^ W* ni-yimjy^pyMw^ .^g.w^^ ni^ g^gB •； 
1 n mmillllllllll t n nwi t 
. e T 1 0 3 w 1 5 
1 II imillllllllllll t n _ • 1 i 3 ‘？-^  - t 
e - 4 0 T 5 — — w 3 0 
n 丨 t n t n t n nw n nw n nwi t 
:e 二4si....t. . .-30' t. [-15 t 0.... .. t 15 t 30 ] t ...| 45 ' 
Fig 37. Finished path matrix 
Fig 38 shows the pseudo codes of SHORT-CUT: 
global variables: match一score, substitution score of character from pi and p2 
gap _penalty 
function SHORT-CUT {pi, p2) returns a matrix with indexed modified entries 
local variables: matrix, path matrix 
row, row index 
column, column index 
row_array, p2 secondary structure occurrence index 
column—array, pi secondary structure occurrence index 
INITIALIZE-FIRST-COLUMN (|p7|, matrix) 
INITIALIZE-FIRST-ROW matrix) 
row_array <r COMPACT (p2) 
column—array <r COMPACT (pi) 





match一score <r sub (p][rowj, p2[coiumnj) 
matrix FILL-ROW (row, column, row—array [row], 
column 一array [ column]) 
matrix FILL-COLUMN {row, column, row_array[row], 
column 一array [ column ]) 
matrix <r FILL-INTERSECTION {row, column, 
row一army[row]，column一array[column]) 
row ^ row + row—array[row] 
until row = \p2\ 
column column + column—array[column] 
until column = \pl\ 
return matrix 
function FILL-ROW {row, column, row—array [row] ’ column 一army [ column]� 






scorew — matrix [ i-1 ][ column 一array [ column] ]-gap __penalty 
scoren ^ matrix[i][column—army[column]-column] -gap_penalty 
scorenw ^ match 一 score * MIN (row—array [row]-row, 
column—array [ column ]-column) 
matrix[i] [column 一army [column] ] MAX {scorew, scoren,scorenw) 
/++ 
until i = row—army[row] 
returns matrix 
function FILL-COLUMN {row, column, row—array [row]， 
column一array [ column ]) 








scoren — matrbc[ ro\v_array[ row] ][ i-l]-gap ^penalty 
scorenw <r match 一score * MIN (row_a rray[ row] - row, 
column—array [ column]-column) 
matrix[i][column_array[column]] — MAX {scorew, scoren,scorenw) 
/+ + 
until i = column_array[column] 
returns matrix 
function FILL-INTERSECTION {row, column， row _a rray [ row], 
c()lnmn_array[ column ]) 




matrix I rowjurrayl row j -1JI col unin_arr(iyl col unin J ] -i^ap _jH'nalty 
scoren — 
nuitrixl r(n�,_(!rr(iy/ row!//c()lut}m_arruyl column]-I /-、""，ju'tiully 
scorenw — nuitcli_sci)re * MIN (row - _a r r ay [ ro wj-row, 
column jLirray I column j-colurnn) 
mat fix I row _a nay I row J//C()lumn_arrayl column / / MAX (.scorew, 
. � “ " r " . A ( W < 7 J U ) 
returns niuirix 
I'lg 38. pseudo axles for short-cui 
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6.2.1 T i m e a n d m e m o r y r e q u i r e m e n t s 
For two sequences pi and p2 to be aligned with \pV\ and |p2'| compacted structures, 
the time complexity is |pl'|*|p2| + |p2，|*|pl| - |pl，|*|p2，| + (|pl| + |p2| - 1). The first and 
second terms represent the representative rows and columns to be calculated. The third 
term stands for their intersection points while the last term is for the initialisation of the 
first row and column. 
Memory requirement is proportional to time requirement except extra storage is 
needed in consideration for path trace back of Travel number. 
6.2.2 Exper imenta l resul ts a n d d iscuss ions 
Table 16. Shortcut database search results 
ID DP SHORTCUT s p e e d u p c o m p l e x i t y 
~ ： ^ 9 4 6 . 0 7 5 4 9 . 8 1 1 ? 7 2 ^ 
406.28 193.48 110 0.232877 
2322.44 1213.48 i m 0.295195 
1 3 ^ 2189.08 1205.82 L ^ 0.342169 
754.47 332.54 ^ 0.163399 
Inor 269.57 196.06 1.37 0.377049 
All the results (Table 16) have speedup inversely proportional to the query sequence 
complexity. The lower the complexity is, the larger the speedup is. 
We have discussed several strategies aiming at speed up either the pairwise 
alignment or database search. They are designed pertinent to the user specification or the 
characteristics of sequences with repeated characters. Nothing has been concerned about 
alignment quality. In the next two chapters, we are going to introduce some methods 
which have the potential to improve the alignment quality. 
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C h a p t e r 7 . GA based t o p o l o g y discovery 
In the previous chapters, we have already discussed some strategies to speed up the 
searching process. In the coming two chapters, we would like to bring out some ideas 
concerning alignment quality. The alignment quality is certainly affected by the 
parameters provided such as gap penalty and substitution matrix values. However, there 
are situations that no satisfactory result is obtained even after exhausting all the 
combinations of these parameters. One of the reasons could be the loss of information 
after projecting the three-dimensional coordinates into an one-dimensional sequence. To 
rectify this problem, we need to consider the topological order of a protein sequence. 
Suppose a sequence is composed of n characters, the number of ways in which n 
characters can be permuted is equal to n!, which is obviously computational expensive. 
Common approaches to alleviate this curse include constraining candidates for 
transposition. Another kind of well-known solution is evolutionary algorithms. Because 
of its simplicity and effectiveness, we have adopted a genetic algorithm (GA) based 
approach for topology discovery. The following sections will describe how we represent 
the chromosomes and the topological investigations. 
7.1 Chromosome encoding 
In order to maintain the biological integrity, the smallest components of a gene must 
at least consist of a complete secondary structure. For instance, for a protein sequence 
with ....hhhhcctt...., the four h(s), two c(s) and two t(s) are considered to be the genes 
(transposable units). We do not intentionally reduce the search time but indeed this 
modeling conduces the shortening of total searching time. 
In theory, both the aligning sequences can be modeled as a construction of genes. 
But with foreseeable unnecessary transpositions on both sequences, we choose to alter the 
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topology of one sequence only. Although this has reduced the search space entailing the 
inability to find a better alignment, we found that it is no good to spend too much time on 
pursuing minute marginal gain. Therefore, we define a chromosome as an alignment with 
its similarity. The alignment consists of two aligning sequences and only one of them 




7.2 Non-sequential order penalty 
The sequential order of the matching proteins should be maintained as much as 
possible since the observed frequency of the special cases is not high. Besides the 
enforcement of gap penalty, we shall introduce a non-sequential order penalty. 
Non-sequential order penalty is set to -5 in our implementation. 
7.3 Fitness function 
The global alignment evaluation is performed by dynamic programming. With gap 
and non-sequential order penalties, DP is capable of finding the optimal alignment with 
given topology of the aligning sequences. 
7.4 Genetic operators 
Common genetic operators such as mutation and crossover are not applicable 
because we are performing protein sequence alignment and we are not supposed to 
change the structure of the protein sequences. In order to cope with this "frequency 
independent" evolution, we need to employ genetic operators acting on single sequence 
only. There are three such operators. 
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7.4.1 Hop operator 
This is the major operator performed on nearly all individuals in every generation. 
This is the usual case how transposon works resulting in speciation. In terms of genetic 
algorithm, this brings about diversity. 
Before Genes: 0 1 ( 2 3 ) 4 5 6 [ 7 8 ] 9 
After Genes: 0 1 7 8 4 5 6 2 3 9 
The non-sequential order penalty is applied at several locations for the above 
example. They are: gene 7 (followed by gene 1 instead of gene 6)，gene 4, gene 2 and 
gene 9. 
On the other hand, overlapping of genes and out-of-boundary cases may happen. 
These situations are easily resolved by just reducing the orbit of the hop operator. Take 
overlapping genes as an example: 
0 ( 1 2 [ 3 ] 4 5 ) 6 7 8 9 
converts to: 
0 ( 1 2 ) [ 3 4 ] 5 6 7 8 9 
7.4.2 inverse operator 
Mere hop operations lead to low convergence rate. This leads to the introduction of 
inverse operator. 
Before 0 1 ( 2 3 4 ) 5 6 7 8 
After 0 1 4 3 2 5 6 7 8 
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7.4.3 Shift operator 
Shift operator works in this way: 
Before 0 1 2 3 4 | 5 6 7 8 
After 5 6 7 8 0 1 2 3 4 
All three operators need to be used cooperatively. The only use of particular operator 
leads to insufficient evolution power (convergence). From experiments, we have 
observed using any one of the operators individually will have very limited improvement. 
The fitness remains unchanged after first few generations even if the initial fitness is low. 
7.4.4 Select ion pressure 
We have brought out the working methods of the three operators. Now I am going to 
talk about how their orbits are determined. It is analogous to how an individual survives 
under the selection pressure. If particular species fitness is low, there are only two routes 
for it to perpetuate itself. The environment alters and so it favours the survival of the 
species. Obviously, this is not a good model for alignment. And the second route is that 
the species sorts out some ways, which are usually genetic change(s) advantageous to its 
survival. We simulate this event by adjusting the orbits of the operators. The fitter an 
individual (species) is, the smaller the orbit of the operators acting on it is. When an 
individual is not fit, large extent of changes are applied on it to see if it has a potential to 
become fitter. The potential refers to topological order rearrangement leading to higher 
alignment similarity. Eventually, when one has achieved a high fitness, it means the 
transposable units are probably in appropriate order. Moreover, in order to avoid trapping 
in local optima, a probabilistic approach on the orbit determination is selected such that 
5% of the trials in every generation do not follow the orbit constraint. 
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7.5 Selection of progeny 
Fitness proportionate and eliticism have been adopted. During each generation, with 
the exception of the fittest individual, all the individuals may be evolved dependent on a 
probability function. There is no problem of over dominance because only one elite out of 
fifty individuals will be kept until the next evolution. Secondly, the majority of the 
individuals have a chance to perform shift and inverse operations, which are sufficient 
enough to produce variance. Furthermore, as our problem is frequency independent, it 
really does not affect the divergence. 
7.6 Implementation 
7.6.1 Size of populat ion and generat ion 
By feeding different datasets, it is found experimentally that population size of 50 
and generation of 100 seem to be the best. With different generation and population size, 
the generation time is just lengthened with no effect on the final solution. 
7.6.2 Paralleiization 
All genetic operators perform in a linear fashion whereas the dynamic 
9 -
programming-based evaluation function has a time complexity of 0(n ). Therefore, in 
order to solve this bottleneck problem, it is best parallelized the evaluation function 
process because the evaluation can be done independently. Since the Sun Enterprise 
E4500 (symmetric multiprocessor machine) has a parallel architecture with 12 
UltraSPARC-n 400MHz processors, the paralleiization is achieved by compiling with: 
cc —x03 —xautopar 
and setting the environment with: 
setenv PARALLEL 6 
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7.6.3 Crowd ing Handl ing 
The problem nature specially suits the theory of crowding handling. With 
frequency-independent fitness and the genetic operators hereinbefore, the progeny 
resembles its progenitor mostly. Therefore, by comparing their fitness, only the fitter one 
will be selected. This resembles the condition that a progeny bacterium grows near its 
progenitor with limited food supply. 
7.6.4 Select ion of progeny 
Selection of progeny is best illustrated by the following example: 
Individual 1 2 3 4 5 
^ F i t n e s s -0.12 OM -0.01 
Step 1: add a bias to all the fitness values so that there is no negative fitness value. 
For example, adding 0.2 to all fitness values. 
Step 2: normalizing them to be ranged from 0 to 1 with summed total as 1. 
Our set of fitness values = {0.08, 0.54, 0.43, 0.19, 0.5}/sum(them) 
二 {0.1 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.3} 
Step 3: sum 0-i (i=l to 5 here) value together, we have 
{0.1,0.4，0.6, 0.7，1.0} 
Step 4: generate a random number between 0 � 1 ’ say r=0.23, and find which interval 
it is located. For this case, r lies in [0.1, 0.4], we choose the second individual. 
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7.7 Results of alignment with GA exploration on topological order 
The following results are obtained by running 100 trials with different random seeds. 
Average time for one run for 100 generations is about one minute. And for 100 runs need 
about two hours. From the above information, we can calculate the time required for the 
exhaustive search. Each generation needs 60/100 = 0.6s (seconds). The time needed for 
rearrangement of the transposable units and performing DP on the sequences is about 0.3s. 
For a sequence modelled with 10 genes, the permutation is 10! = 3628800. Therefore it 
needs 3628800 * 0.6 = 2177280s = 36288 minutes = 604.8 hours. Actually, I had run an 
exhaustive pairwise alignment trial overnight without success. Since then, I concentrate 
on how well that GA-based topological discovery can achieve. 
In the following results, the top figure in every pairwise alignment corresponds to 
simple DP alignment, where the bottom one represents alignment with GA exploration on 
topological order. In addition, the bottom ones are the best alignments (measured by 
similarity) obtained in the 100 trials. 
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Experiment 1 
[ I J I f . P'^kt 
I f f i l l 
m i 
I'^mmit m：— 
Alignment Mean Variance Number of Maximum achieved Simple DP alignment 
lboo-2adm3@ 0.387915 0.00015 3 (0.400903) 0.349436 
Fig 39. Alignment of Iboo and 2adm3 @ 
The increase in similarity (Fig 39) is mainly due to the shuffling action of the former 
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helix-rich region with the latter strand-rich region. 
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Experiment 1 
讓 _ 顏 
m m m i ^ m ^ ^ m m ^ m B m m 
攀 爾 ， : 《 : : : 与 : . 1 
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Q j j l ^ 
p 讓J 
Alignment Mean Variance Number of Maximum achieved Simple DP alignment 
^ l h a v - l k x f 0 . 5 1 1 7 4 2 0.00008 7 (0.523852) 0.455704 
Fig 40. Alignment of lhav and Ikxf 
For this (Fig 40) and the following alignment (Fig 41), because the beta strands 
forming the core are distorted, shifted, shortened, or broken in some members��，the 
alignment following the topological order does not reflect the real conformations of the 
aligning proteins. This is very common in case of beta strands. Domains can exist 
between two beta strands forming a beta sheet and this is the incentive of us utilizing GA 
for exploring the alignment on relaxing the topological order. 
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M n i l
 : 
i i n E
8 9 
• I 
Alignment Mean Variance Number of Maximum achieved Simple DP alignment 
^ I k x f - l t r n 0.445433 0.00012 4 (0.486982) 0.418343 
Fig 41. Alignment of Ikxf and Itrn 
In the following dissimilar protein alignments, the first two (Fig 42 and Fig 43) show 
that only a slight increase in similarity can be obtained. The last one (Fig 44) even shows 
no improvement can be obtained since the two proteins' infrastructure is different. One is 
alpha protein and the other is alpha-beta protein. 
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Experiment 1 
- 4 -： . 瑪 權 鮮 翅 ： 纖 、 -
：丨 
^ ^ ^ R l i l ® : � : : .. . . : . . ； 
Alignment Mean Variance Number of Maximum achieved Simple DP alignment 
Iboo - 3dfr 0.446097 0.000002 2(0.451211) 0.435294 
100 
Fig 42. Alignment of Iboo and 3dfr 
Experiment 5 
• i 
Alignment Mean Variance Number of Maximum achieved Simple DP alignment 
2kai-2adm3@ 0.390061 0.000005 5 (0.394613) 0.381145 
Fig 43. Alignment of 2kai and 2adm3 @ 
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Experiment 1 
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Alignment Mean Variance Number of Maximum achieved Simple DP alignment 
3 d f r - 5 m b n 0 . 1 7 4 6 9 7 0 100 (0.174697) 0.174697 
Fig 44. Alignment of 3dfr and 5mbn. Elitism guarantees that alignments never be worse than the 
alignment by DP, with DP alignment as the initial population. 
The experimental results have shown that GA is a better tool compared to exhaustive 
search approach for solving the topological order problem. In addition, the experimental 
results have also confirmed that the topological order discovery is useful for protein 
properties study. In the next chapter, we are trying to further improve the alignment 
quality by filtering false positives. 
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C h a p t e r 8 . Fi l tering of false posit ives 
Topological order and a similarity score may not be enough for studying the 
protein's properties'^^. This is because traditional DP is only capable of discovering the 
optimal path by exploring all the possible alignments. This may in turn create long gaps 
as well as scattered alignment segments. DP is only efficient in sorting out the similarity 
scores microscopically. In order to improve the macroscopic alignment quality, we can 
further evaluate the Alignment Segments to Gap Ratio and the overall trend of change of 
the structures. Both are difficult to be handled by DP and that was why we chose to 
postprocess the output files instead. 
8.1 Alignment Segments to Gap Ratio (ASGR) 
The ASGR of any two aligned segments separated by a gap is the ratio between the 
total number of structures of the two aligned segments and the gaps. For example, the 
ASGRl and ASGR2 for the following sequence are (28+3)/l and (3+12)/5 respectively. 
>G1< > G2 < 
ccceeeeeeccchhhhhhhhttccsss-ttt ccttthhhhhhh 
< ASGRl > 
< ASGR2 > 
A small ASGR may imply scattered alignment segments and from our experiments 
we have found most of these alignments are false positives. We have therefore enforced 
an ASGR threshold of 4:1 in both query and subject sequences as one of the criteria for 
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accepting the preliminary global alignments as significant. Any alignments with ASGR 
smaller than (4:1) will be rejected. Our example alignment sequence will be rejected 
because ASGR2 fails the requirement. Notice that ASGR test is inapplicable to the first 
and last gap of the aligning sequences. 
8.2 Tolerance 
Although the above example sequence fails in ASGR2 test, the number of gaps in 
G1 is only 1 and it is reasonable to ignore certain amounts of these short gaps or 
alignment segments interspersing the aligning sequences. For the latter ones, they can be 
considered as "functionally relatively unimportant residues", which are implying a 
concept in contrast with "functionally important residues，，*�. As a result, a new ASGR test 
can be performed and is equal to (S1+S2+S3)/(G1 +G2). However, we cannot allow such 
recalculation to occur limitlessly. Therefore, we set the tolerance (maximum allowed 
occurrences of these gaps or segments adding up) as not larger than the length of the 
aligning sequence integrally divided by ten and plus one. Whether the tolerance is added 
by the number of residues or gaps depends on how near the problematic aligning segment 
is to its preceding or following alignment segments. For the above example, the new 
ASGR equals to (28+3+12) / (1+5) > 7. And because S2 is near to SI, so the number of 
G1 will be added into the tolerance. Furthermore, if the short segments occur near the 
"head" or the "tail" of the alignment, it may have a chance to pass ASGR test because the 
newly created large first and last gaps will be ignored. 
8.3 Overall trend of change of structures (OTCS) 
In the section Estimation of similarity upper bound (Ba), we have brought out the 
concept of OTCS. Essentially, OTCS is also employed in determining the significance of 
an alignment. If 0 < 1/ Sa_oTCs < 2.7 can be satisfied, then the alignment is certified as 
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significant, otherwise, it is rejected and not output to the user. To go over the artificial 
alignment again, it is easy to find that the alignment of: 
ccceeeeeeccchhhhhhhhhttccssstttccttthhhhhhh 
cccccccccccchhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 
can get high score due to the predominance of 'h'. 
After studying OTCS, 
cechtcstcth  
ch 
a much lower score is reported and the alignment will be filtered. 
8.4 Results and discussions 
Our method has identified some proteins (see Table 17) with similar structures or 
functions from the families of DNA-binding proteins, proteins related to apoptosis and 
cell adhesion but they are not ranked within the top lOO's by blastp. More details of our 
results can be found at the URL hereinabove. For the remaining five large protein families 
such as serine proteases, proteins related to oxygen, antifreeze, blood clotting and 
immune system, the results are more or less the same as those found by blastp. These 
results act as evidence from another point of view to support specific amino acid 
sequence determining the folding process. 
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Here we single out a special example for discussion. 





M O L — I D : 1 ; 
Query: 1 cchhhhhhhhhhhtthhhhh--hhhhhhhh 28 
Sbjct: 1 cchhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhccshhhhhhhh 30 
Query: 29 hhtcs hhhhhc s s shhhhhhhhh—— 51 
Sbjct: 31 hht s s chhhhhhhht s s shhhhhhhhhhhh 60 
Query： 52 11 s cbt tbchhhhhhhhhht c shhhhhhhh 81 
Sbjct: 61 11 s c-hh-hhhhhhhhhhht tchhhhhhhh 88 
Query: 82 --he 83 
Sbjct: 89 ttcc 92 
Here is the result using BLAST 
Score = 1 2 . 2 bits (20), Expect = 0.85 
Identities = 3/13 (23%), Positives = 7/13 (53%) 
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Query: 47 SMLLEQNDLEPGH 59 
+ + L + L E + 
Sbjct: 8 CLLQHREALEKDI 2 0 
The three dimensional structures of lalw and 2ygs were also investigated (Fig 45) and 
seem to have similar conformation. From the process of evaluation, we find high 
identities, high positives and low expected value are not a must for functionally or 
structurally similar proteins. 
Fig 45. Manually aligned three dimensional structures of 2ygs (left) and la lw (right) 
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Table 17. Noteworthy results 
results not ranked within top lOO's by blastp but discovered 
Family query through our method notes 
Apoptosis l a l w 2ygs, lcy5 Apoptosis 
l c l 5 Inkl Apoptosis 
ld2z Ifad Apoptosis 
_ D N A 
binding Ibbo Ihcq, 2drp, lyui, Irgd, Icpz, locp DNA binding 
2mst RNA binding 
4fis la7w, Ibbw, Ibfm, Itaf, Ihta, 2ezh, loct, lb67, lb722@, Iqrv DNA binding 
3erd2@ nuclear receptor 
Idkl ribosome 
2hoa Ihry, lsx9, ls9m, Isan, Iqrv, Inhn, lapl, Irpr, Ihma, 2ezi DNA binding 
Isso 2bb8，lb69 DNA binding 
Cell calcium/phospholipid-
adhesion 31yn lavc2@ binding protein 
Izxq lepf Cell adhesion 
Inkr inhibitory receptor 
lefx3@ immune system 
2dli immune system 
2ncm Ifhg contractile protein 
Ijhl complex (antibody/antigen) 
lqfw6@ immune system 
Itlk calmodulin-binding 
lqokl@ Immuloglobulin 
Iwit muscle protein 
lf97 Ie0o4@ growth factor 
lcvs3@ growth factor (receptor) 
ljlm,lzoo lao3 collagen binding 
latz collagen binding 
lfns3@ immune system 
complex 
loak3@ (Willebrand/Immnuglobulin) 
la6p lnch3@, Ikjc, Ifna, Iten, 2ncm Cell adhesion 
many proteins from the immune system Cell adhesion 
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Furthermore, other interesting results have been discovered (see Table 17). For 
instances, query of DNA binding protein (4fis) matched with ribosome (Idkl) and query 
of cell adhesion-related protein (31yn) matched with calcium/phospholipid-binding 
protein (lavc2@). Even though these match pairs are not ranked highly in our similarity 
scores, the manual inspections have reviewed similarities in their structures to a certain 
extent. On the other hand there are occasions that our method fails to pick those identified 
by blastp. We found there are three main reasons for this mishap. First, the records have 
structural difference in the secondary or even tertiary structure representation (e.g. query 
lc9q missed Iqbh and lg3f). Second, the proteins are highly conserved in local regions 
only. Thus they show a low similarity in global alignment while score highly in local 
alignment (e.g. query Ific missed Iqmn). The last reason is, even two proteins with 
identical amino acid sequence, DSSP sometimes assigns different secondary structure to 
them. Because the alignment score is calculated using the summation of secondary 
structure to secondary structure alignment scores, different secondary structure 
assignment to a segment affects the whole bunch of marks, (e.g. Ibbx and Isso has 100% 
and 60% similarity in primary structure and secondary structure respectively). 
We have also tried using BLAST for secondary structure alignment by disabling the 
filtering of low complexity region option. However, the result is unsatisfactory. Direct 
application of local alignment algorithm is not the optimal solution for global alignment 
problems. We have found the heuristic used in BLAST for high scoring pair locating is 
not suitable for aligning sequences composed of highly contiguously repetitive alphabets. 
First, it is difficult to determine an appropriate word size. Second, the relative pushover 
hit dramatically devalues the screening power. In short, the added overhead makes the 
effort futile. 
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When comparing with tertiary structure alignment method, primary structure or 
secondary structure alignment methods are faster. We think secondary structure 
representation has the capability of abstracting the complex three-dimensional structure 
of a protein while retaining considerable functional representation power. Hybridization 
or cross-validation with primary structure alignment may be developed as an efficient 
tool for protein function investigation. 
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C h a p t e r 9 , Secondary st ructure pred ic t ion 
In the previous chapter, we saw the study of secondary structures would yield better 
results. The problem is there are few secondary structures databases and it is time 
consuming to find out the secondary structure of a protein by experimental means. We 
therefore need to find a means to predict the secondary structure from the primary 
sequences database. 
9.1 3-state secondary structure prediction improvement 
26 
PSIPRED , a famous secondary structure prediction method, has achieved an 
average Q3 score of 80.6% across all 40 submitted target domains with no obvious 
sequence similarity to structures present in PDB. After having undergone preliminary 
investigation, PSIPRED's prediction error mainly originates from the predictions with 
low confidence. If we can fix this problem, the prediction accuracy can be further 
increased in general. We find that exploiting available information from different point of 
view can help indeed. We wished to employ the most accurate assistance and had 
contacted the authors, nonetheless they neither provided a public service nor released 
source codes. We then sought a suboptimal choice*�which reports having an average 
absolute error in predicting the fraction of helix, sheet, and coil from amino acid 
composition of the query protein as 13.7，12.6, and 11.4% respectively. In spite of this, 
the following example (4fis) should be able to reflect the potential of the development in 
this direction in certain extent. 
I l l 






With the study of the confidence values of the predicted seven red e(s) by PSIPRED 
(see Fig 46), we find they add up to 14 (1+4+3+4+2+0+0+2), with average confidence as 
14/7 = 2. 
Fig 46. 4fis secondary structures predicted by PSIPRED 
On the other hand, let us have a look on the profile difference of the mapped 3-states 
and PSIPRED predicted 3-states, 
3state 
Occurrence (H E C) : 53 o 20 
Content (H E C) : 0.726027 0.000000 0.273973 
==================================================== 
psipred 
Occurrence (H E C) : 50 7 16 
Content (H E C) :0.684932 0.095890 0.219178 
==================================================== 
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and what the secondary structure contents prediction has reported: 
# 1st METHOD 
# The first method relies only on the average amino acid composition 
# of secondary structural segments (helix, sheet, coil) in a learning 
# set of proteins, 
method ： 1 
alpha-contents : 69.3 % 
beta-contents : 3.6 % 
coil-contents : 27.1 % 
class ： alpha 
# 2nd METHOD 
# The second method relies also on composition fluctuations in the 
# secondary structural segments (helix, sheet, coil) of a learning 
# set of proteins. 
method ： 2 
alpha-contents : 84.8 % 
beta-contents ： 0.0 % 
coil-contents ： 15,2 % 
class ： alpha 
Assume method 1 or 2 provides more or less the actual three state secondary 
structural content, then PSIPRED would have predicted more beta-contents than actuality, 
and less for the case of alpha. To the current point a simple improvement should emerge: 
Replace all the seven red e(s) with h(s) and the corresponding accuracy would improve 
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from 58/74 (0.78) to 64174(0.86). We can also incorporate the information from the 
predicted protein structural class45 . The advantage is its high prediction accuracy can 
cross-validate with the structural content prediction method. 
Here is another example showing that the 3 incorrectly predicted e( s) can be 















70 80 90 
3state 
Occurrence (H E C) : 63 o 34 
Content (H E C) :0.649485 0.000000 0.350515 
==================================================== 
psipred 
Occurrence (H E C) : 61 3 33 
Content (H E C) :0.628866 0.030928 0.340206 
==================================================== 
method ： 1 method ： 2 
alpha-contents ： 82.0 % alpha-contents ： 89.4 % 
beta-contents ： 0.0 % beta-contents ： 0.0 % 
coil-contents ： 18.0 % coi1-contents : 10.6 % 
class : alpha class : alpha 
But the following example (izxq) has demonstrated the need of a finer model for 
better accuracy. The mapped 3-state beta-contents has much more (60.42%) than either 
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9.2 8-state secondary structure prediction 
Despite the potential for improvement on PSIPRED for 3-state prediction, we have 
discontinued the study because we prefer an 8-state representation of secondary structure. 
It is understandable a 3-state representation does not sufficient differentiation power for 
global alignment, and even worse for local alignment. Hence, we have tried to modify 
PSIPRED for 8-state prediction but failed. We have encountered similar situations for 
another prediction method (PHD)^^. Modification of the 3-state prediction algorithms 
had been time consuming and complicated. Hence, we have chosen to design from 
scratch our 8-state prediction. 
On the other hand, we had tried to predict by elimination of possible secondary 
structures given the known primary structures of proteins. By studying bonds and angles, 
a secondary structure may be constructed from a primary sequence. However, limited 
domain knowledge support forced us to discontinue in this direction even we have 
already construct the geometric models of amino acids. On the other hand, utilizing 
homology is usually the foremost choice for secondary prediction. It is biologically 
sensible to predict an unknown protein secondary structure by directly referring to 
existing known proteins with similar amino acid composition when the similarity is high. 
This prompted us to consider exploiting homology in 8-state secondary structure 
prediction. My algorithm is called Iterative Subordinate Voting (ISV). 
9.3 Iterative Subordinate Voting (ISV) 
The given primary structure sequence x is fed to blastp and the results generated are 
processed as a list L of proteins with high similarity subsequences. We define L(j) as the 
产 protein in L, and L(j，g) as the g^ ^ primary structure in L(j). For each L(j), the 
corresponding pairwise alignment of amino acid is checked if they are similar. If that is 
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the case, the corresponding secondary structure of L(i，g) will take part in the majority 
voting in position i of the query. If the winning secondary structure w(i) can collect more 
than K% (In our system K is now 90) of vote, w(i) is elected to be the secondary structure 
of the query in the position i. Otherwise, it is unpredictable with an assignment of a "#" to 
this position. We have already stated that the one dimensional amino acid order cannot 
guarantee correct p r e d i c t i o n i n the survey section. Hence, the stringent percentage of 
vote is necessary. A low percentage of votes imply the implicit rule which governs the 
folding by consecutive amino acids within a subsequence does not hold for all. In such 
case, the prediction becomes unreliable. 
There are other factors that can worsen the prediction accuracy too. We only extract 
those proteins with high similarity to do the majority voting and we label this subset L，. 
First we define identity is a normalised value [0，1], which is the number of matches in 
primary structure divided by the length of the query. A protein with high identity value 
means that this protein has many matches with the query and also has similar length with 
the query. Obviously, we are going to select those proteins with high identity only, 
because those with low identity may make the prediction unreliable. Also, the more 
high-identity proteins we use, the more accurate the prediction is. In other words, large 
containing high identity proteins implying high accuracy is our premise. Identity acts 
as an index for screening out the short but high-similarity segments matched by chance as 
well as a long alignment with relatively scattered similar segments. Herein we define 
another term product. 
Product = I L'l * argmin (identity in L (j)) j 
We only accept those prediction with product > some threshold P. ISV starts with 
inserting proteins with identity equal to 1 into L，. If \U\ is too small, i.e. product < P, 
proteins with identity smaller than the previous by 0.1 will be inserted. For examples, 0.9 
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and 0.8 will be used in the second and third rounds respectively. The iteration continues 
until product > P, or when the minimum identity in L，< 0.3. If it is the latter case, the 
query is output as unpredictable. Therefore, product acts as a balance in order to collect 
as many reliable alignments as possible with the flexibility to “gather opinions from the 
subordinates" - the alignments with lower identities. The step value 0.1 and the lower 
bound 0.3 are derived from our experimental results. We have also tested with different 
step values such as 0.05 but found there was no great difference. On the other hand, a 
bound lower than 0.3 seemed to adversely affect the prediction accuracy and so the lower 
bound was set to 0.3. 
The data structure of this algorithm is a 2D integer array, which is used for majority 
voting. The size of the 2D array is |x|* |DSSP_SS|, therefore, the space complexity is 
0(\x\). And the time complexity is also 0(\x\) (The time spent in blastp is not taken into 
account). This is because most of the time is used for majority voting and there are TV* |L， 
votes (|L，| is bounded by the size of database). 
9.4 ISV Results and discussion 
We have run prediction experiments on known 8-state structures. We choose not to 
predict if the conditions mentioned in the method of ISV cannot be satisfied. Take 
sequence 101m as an example for interpretation, it is 3+151=154 long and 100% correct 
for secondary structures that have been predicted by our method. However, there are 3 
unpredicted characters. 
Experiment 1: 101m 
cccchhhhhhhhhhhhhhggghhhhhhhhhhhhhhhcggggggctttttccshhhhhhchhhhhhhhhhhhh 
hhh 鍵 cchhhhhhhhhhhhhtsccch 碰 hhhhhhhhhhhhhhcgggc#hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 
hh#tccc 
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Number of unpredicted character: 3 
Predicted secondary structure success rate = 151/151 




Number of unpredicted character: 9 
Predicted secondary structure success rate = 150/155 
Experiment 3: lb92 
####ee##ee###########e###mm########hhhhh##########c######s###mmhhh 
#######tcee#c# 
Number of unpredicted character: 65 
Predicted secondary structure success rate = 20/20 




Number of unpredicted character: 24 
Predicted secondary structure success rate = 129/129 





Number of unpredicted character: 4 
Predicted secondary structure success rate = 158/158 




Number of unpredicted character: 45 
Predicted secondary structure success rate = 163/163 
Experiment 7: 1321 
cbcchhhhhhhhhhttcttbttbchhhhhhhhhhhhttbttceeecttsceeetttteettt##bcs##ttcccttc#bgggg 
gss##hhhhhhhhhhh#####ggg#hhhhhhtttscgggg#tt#cc 
Number of unpredicted character: 15 
Predicted secondary structure success rate = 114/114 




Number of unpredicted character: 13 
Predicted secondary structure success rate = 149/149 
Experiment 9: 1531 
unpredictable 
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The satisfactory predicted secondary structure success rate should be attributed to 
the stringent identity and product requirement. Therefore, even in experiment 3 of lb92 
with 65 unpredicted characters, the predicted 20 characters are all correct. In experiment 
9, because identity had dropped below 0.3 and so the whole sequence is claimed to be 
unpredictable. 
For a sequence with unpredicted characters, the simplest handling is to predict it 
randomly and the apparent successful rate would be 1/8. Definitely, this is not the truth 
because we know that particular secondary structure is more frequent than the others. We 
can also incorporate other information such as nearest neighbour and the elimination of 
impossible structures (e.g. due to steric hindrance) in order to minimize the prediction 
errors of these unpredicted characters. Nevertheless, owing to time limitation, we have 
not undergone a further study on that. 
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C h a p t e r 1 0 . Conclusions 
10.1 Contributions 
We have developed an algorithm suitable for exploring functionally similar proteins 
by employing dynamic programming (DP) and genetic algorithm (GA) as the core 
classification criteria. With suitable parameter tuning, our algorithm can be used along 
with blastp for protein study on genomic applications. 
We endeavor to improve the response time for the very large database similarity 
searching, not only restricted to biological study. Adaptive dynamic programming (ADP) 
is a suitable new tool we have developed with both swiftness and flexibility for tackling 
the large size and the changing requirements of users respectively. ADP is aimed at 
avoiding unnecessary computations without affecting the optimality and completeness. 
The four chief components composing ADP to speed up search in database or alignment 
includes: x-triangles cutting, expansion, estimation of similarity upper bound and 
shortcut. 
T-triangles cutting and expansion accelerate global alignments and database search 
without dealing with the nature of the aligning sequences. Both of them are adapted to the 
user requirement and focus only on the region which has the potential to satisfy the 
requirement. Indeed, we have obtained satisfactory results. Pairwise alignment has a gain 
of about 20% on average whereas the database search can acquire a gain up to the 
magnitude of tenfolds. The latter gain shows coherence between protein classification 
and our experimental results. Based on this phenomenon, we propose a further 
development to reduce the database search time in the next section, "Future Work - Using 
database indexing". 
The remaining two components of ADP, estimation of similarity upper bound and 
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shortcut are more pertinent to highly consecutively repeated sequence, such as our 
experimental data - secondary structure sequence. Estimation of similarity upper bound 
incorporates the concept of sequence composition and overall trend of change of 
structures. The former application leads to a significant speedup of the database search. 
With the ability to determine convergence to optimum and our developed expansion 
algorithm, we have developed and implemented the model of uninformed search. In our 
experiment, the gain was at least 10%. 
Based on the observation that an aligning character determines whether matching is 
favoured or not and a whole block (particular segments composed of identical secondary 
structure characters from the aligning sequences) can be similarly matched, the highly 
consecutively repetitive secondary structure and the fixed gap cost allow further cuttings 
in computation. This is the origin of shortcut. We have utilized this concept and achieved 
further cuttings with the same results under identical user specifications. Our experiments 
show that about 1.6 fold gain in search time can be obtained. 
The application of algorithms targeting at consecutively repeated sequences should 
not be just limited to secondary structure sequences. When a data representation is 
mapped from high resolution to low resolution, repeated data are expected. Typical 
example includes conversion from a 24-bit RGB image to an 8-bit grey-scale. No matter 
the image is two or three-dimensional, we can still map it to an one-dimensional sequence. 
Again, because such projection can lead to loss of spatial information, GA-based 
sequence topology discovery may play an indispensable role. 
Due to the limitation of the representation power of a linear sequence, we have 
adopted a GA-based approach for topology discovery in order to acquire possibly better 
alignments within a reasonably short time. Since traditional genetic operators such as 
mutation and crossover are not applicable, we have chosen to use hop, inverse and shift 
operators which act on a single sequence only. Our results show that an improvement of 
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similarity of 1.5 - 7% can be achieved. The search was completed within 2 hours in 
contrast to at least 600 hours of exhaustive search for a sequence with 10 transposable 
units of secondary structure blocks. 
Besides improvement of alignment quality by GA-based topology discovery, we 
have also worked on filtering biologically meaningless alignments. Typical examples 
include dominance of particular secondary structures over the alignment and opening too 
many gaps. In order to solve these two problems, we have developed the ideas of overall 
trend of change of the structures (OTCS) and Alignment Segments to Gap Ratio 
respectively. Hence, OTCS has dual purposes. It is also used in estimation of the 
similarity upper bound. With filtering applied to the database search results, our method 
has identified some proteins with similar structures or functions that are not ranked within 
the top lOO's by blastp. 
Finally, in order to make an effort to insure the source of secondary structure 
sequences, we have undergone modified homology study for secondary structure 
prediction. Due to the success in providing a geometric model of protein for the user, we 
have tried to extend the idea to predict secondary structures ab initio from the model but 
failed. The study of energy minimization in three dimensional structure prediction 
becomes the landmark affecting all our works and is the most urgent issue to be solved. 
On the other hand, we have discovered a probable alternative way to improve PSEPRED^ .^ 
Initial investigations have shown that the key to success is the availability of secondary 
structure contents prediction and protein class prediction algorithms. There are many 
such algorithms but for those claim to have high prediction accuracies are not publicly 
available. 
In summary, this paper has presented a new point of view for protein function 
investigation. If experimental methods are not suitable, our method together with blastp 
may be a useful alternative. Recently, the completion of Human Genome Project has 
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released a large number of previously unknown predicted protein sequences'^ '^'^ ^. Based 
on the primary structure, about 26% of all human proteins have no significant matches to 
known proteins"^ .^ With the advancement in the secondary structure prediction48，49，50，观 
suggest that secondary structure alignment should become a useful tool for initial 
screening of those unknown proteins to see if any valuable information can be obtained. 
10.2 Future Work 
The room for improvement on our algorithm may not be restricted to the following 
discussions but we just list out two main potentially valuable future works — database 
indexing and 3-state secondary structure prediction improvement. 
10.2.1 Using database indexing 
Database indexing is a further property that may be specific to the secondary 
structure database we built. There are no large clusters of similar proteins. That means, 
we can speed up the database search if we can cluster the proteins and then only search in 
detail by ADP amongst the likely clusters corresponding to the query. 
For a database with size S and sequence with average length n, the total complete 
searching time can be roughly estimated to be We have applied different methods to 
minimize the searching time such as parallel searching and ADP. If we can classify the 
database records into k groups (overlapping or non-overlapping) by clustering, with 
sufficient classification power, only one group will need to be visited; the corresponding 
time will be S’= (k+S/k). By differentiation, the minimum of S’ is An extra bonus will 
be，in parallel architecture, all the searching agents can be deployed strategically. Once an 
agent finds it “goes astray", it can communicate with others to seek where the right way is. 
In other words, they can all concentrate on searching the cluster consists of sequences 
similar to the query sequence. 
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10.2.2 3 -s ta te s e c o n d a r y structure predict ion i m p r o v e m e n t 
In section 9.1 we have discussed how to improve PSIPRED prediction accuracy with 
incorporation of the secondary structure contents and protein classification prediction. It 
is worth investigating because the gross-grain approaches have been shown to be 
promising ’ . This type of flank-attack should become more and more important 
especially the improvement of the 3-state prediction accuracy has stagnated around 1 to 
2% marginal increase. 
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A p p e n d i x 
• Interpretation on the dp_filter results 
1. Process on proteins with more than one subunit: 
Example: 2hhb (hemoglobin) 
Split into 4 records. Each named with its ordinal number with a following it. That is, 
2hhb, 2hhbl@, 2hhb2@ and 2hhb3@ were created. 
2. Notation 
Example: 2hhb (hemoglobin) 
2hhb_result2nd: intact secondary structure aligned result, it is included so user can check 
if our method filters out true positives. 
2hhb_result2nd_filter: filtered secondary structure aligned result 
2hhb一result—1st: primary structure result 
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